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INTRODUCTION 

With the launch of the Soviet Sputnik in October 1957 

the search for the "new high ground" had begun. The 

military implications of space systems had in fact been 

speculated upon in the mid-1940s long before artificial 

earth satellites became a conceptual reality. Tne sixties 

and seventies witnessed a hectic build-up of artificial 

earth satellites by both the super powers to serve a 

variety of ends including photographic reconnaissance, 

electronic intelligence gathering, military communications, 

geodesy, etc. The array of uses to which artificial earth 

satellites have been put serve to negate the myth that 

outer space can in fact be used for peaceful purposes alone. 

As will be brought out in the course of this dissertation, 

it is impossible to differentiate between "peaceful n and 

''military" space systems. ~herefore, while it may be rational 

to call for the de-weaponization of outer space, demilitarizat

ion is not a viable goal for advocates of disarmament in 

outer space. 

The first three decades of military space presence was 

limited to 'passive' military systems in space, viz. those 

which did not play a directly offensive role in military 

conflict though they 1vere extremely important in the military 
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support structure such as c3r (Command, Control and Com

munication Intelligence). President ROnald Reagan's 

March 1983 11 Star Wars" speech injected a new element into 
\ ·. 

the spac'·e militarization debate, viz. its weaponization. 

SDI (Strategic Defense Initiative) implied a tk transition 

from passive to active military space systems with profound 

implications for arms control, nuclear deterrence and even 

economic/technological development. 

This study is divided 1nto four chapters including one 

concluding chapter. Chapter I deals with the historical 

development of military space technology with special 

reference to the super powers.!he military space programmes 

of the US and the ussR are taken up in detail along with the 

motivations for military space presence. The impact of these 

systems on conventional and nuclear command and control is 

also analysed. At another level this Chapter studies the 

development of ASAT (Anti Satellite) weapons by the super 

powers and the impact of an ASAT arms race by the two sides. 

The transition from 'passiv~' to 'active' military space 

systems is taken .up in Chapter II. The technical aspects 

of the US SDI programme are studied in detail. Laser, Particle 

Beam and Kinetic Energy Weapon technologies have been taken 

up for analysis. It is felt that unless the technological 
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aspects and viability of different ABM technologies is not 

understood a strategic analyses of SDI is not in order. 

Chapter III deals with legal implications of the 

militarization of space. In particular the SDI Early 

Deployment issue has been_ analysed in the ·context of the 

ABM treaty. The debate over the broad interpretation of 

the ABM treaty is viewed primarily as an attempt to reconcile 

the treaty with Phase I deployment a tactic designed to. 

keep the SDI programme alive after President Reagan's 

departure from the oval office in January 1989. 

Chapter IV,also a concluding chapter, studies the impli

cations of the militarization of outer space for the third 

world. The Missile Technology Control Regime instituted 

by seven Western industrialised nations recently is viewed 

primarily as an attempt to control the spread of civilian/ 

military space technology to the third world. In this 

context the development of space ·launch/missile systems by 

third world nations has also been analysed since the tech nolo

glcl;ll_ overlap. It has been argued that while attempts may 

be made by the major powers to control the spread of space 

technology to third world nations, military space systems are 

destined play an extremely important role in any future 

conflict and therefore the development of indigenous military 

space systems by third world nations that have the capability 
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is a reality which cannot be ignored if they (these nations) 

wish to retain strategic independence and play a more 

assertive role in the international arena. 



CHAPTER-I 

HISTORICAL OEVELOA'IIENT OF" 3PACE TECHNOLOGY 

A CASE STUDY Of THE 3U ~R PO\JERS 

This section would take uP the factor.s both 

internal and external which shaped the u.s. space 

Programme from its !nee ption. The evolution of" American 

policy and doctrines towards the utilisation of" space 

for military,' quasi-military and/or Peacef"ul purposes 

would be reviewed. IJith outer space promising to 

becone the "battle-f"ield of" the f"uture" 1 and u.s.· 

policy playing a major role in accelerating that PrOCess,i 

it is imperative to examine in detail the direction in 

which the American space ef"f"ort has been evolving over 

the past feu :fecades.L 

~oat space-going nations refuse to acknouledge 

the f"act that their Primary goal in the exploitation 

or outer space is military.' Nevertheless the indis-

putable fact remains that both the suoer pOwers have 

geared their space eff"orts Primarily touards military 

Purposes.: F' or instance~! the overwhelming majority of 

military satellites launched by the u.s., the USSR 

and China. are f"or military PtJrPoses.1 F'orty per cent of' 

all satellites are military reconnaissance satellites.i 

1. Title oF a book, 31~1, Qutetieace acttl§.f"ield 
of" the f':uture (Taylor and F'rancis,' London, 1978) • 

• • • • 
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The technology involved in the few civilian satellites 

in orbit is such that it has "dual-use" capability.' 

The F'rench Spot earth resources satellite and the 

u.s.' Landsat are two such examples.! The Spot 

satellite in March this year pUblished Photographs ·Of 

sensitive soviet military facilities.1 Consequently.;i 

it could safely be concluded that almost all space 

activity has military connotations.1 

The us is one nation which acknowledges the 

military nature of its space Programme. It also admits 

the fact that its Primary interest in the exploitation 

or outer space is military. The National Aeronautics 

and Space Administration (NASA) is the apex body in 

charge of coordinating civilian soace activity. NASA 

works closely with the u.s. Oepartment of Defence (Doo) 

in fornulating its space ~licy.; The uS Air F'orce 

has Penetrated NASA management to a very large extent.1 

Before NA3A was established in 1958~ space research 

and development was carried out mainly by the uSAF'. 

AS a result ~~any NA3A technicians,i administrators and 

scientists were recruited from the Air F'orce.' NASA,J 

therefore,-1 is by no means a PtJrely civilian agency as 

is often claimed~ 

The Kennedy and JOhnson administrations regarded 

American oride anrJ Prestige as the motives for American 

. . . . 
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s'Jace research. What cannot be f"orgotten,' hoyever,' 

is that during these cold tJar years Pride and 

Prestige wa3 assent ially a derivative or power,' 

particularly military power. Thus,· Yhile successive 

u.s. administratio s have cloaked the goals or the 

American sPaCe ePfort in varying degrees or idealistic 

jargon,; the prime driving Porce has always been perce

ptions of" national security. 2 

the Origirl 

The American space effort originated then with 

national security as its Primary goal.: A Rand Corpora

tion study made public in 1946 states that the: 

"· ••• military importance of establishing 

vehicles in satellite orbits arises largely 

Prom the circumstances that def"ences against 

air arms attack are rapidly i mProv in g.... air 

of"f"ensive of" the future would be carried out 

largely or altogether by high speed missiles ••• 

A satellite of"f"ers an observation aircraft (sic' 

which cannot be brought down by an enemy t.~hO 

has not mastered similar techniques". 3 

The report thus Predicted accurately that f"uture 

missions in outer space would involve ballistic missiles 

and satellite reconnaissance.' 

2. William H .s chaner,; The politics of" Seace ( H ol ms and 
Mier;1 New vark,' 1976). p.22. · 

3. Cited in Pau,l B .Stares,1 S eace \Je~pons and US strategY 
(Croom Helm," London, 1 1995), p. 26• 

, 
•••• 
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German scientist Werner von Braun in an interview 

in 1945 stated that "the whole of the (arth•s surface could 

be observed from such a rocket (in Earth orbit). The creu 

could be equipped with very powerful telescopes and be able 

to observe even small objects such as shiDSt! icebergs'' troop 

movements,1 etc •••• ". 4 

The US military soace Programme was in Pact an 

extension of the German rocket Programme. When the 3 oviet s 

occupied Peneemunde, the centre or German rocket research• 

most scientists had left. In fact;: about 150 such rocket 

scientists surrendered to the Americans under what was 

knot.rn as "OPeration Paperclip". These German scientists 

made valuable contributions to the American space effort .• 

u,s.s Pace efrorts in the early years thus involved 

both military and civilian Programmes. The 1946 Rand report 

was buttressed by another report from Rand in 19SO,_i which 

consisted of definitive recommendations to the uSAr to conduct 

research in satellite reconnaissance.· This repOrt received a 

favourable response at the Pentagon and generated uSA•s first 

military reconnaissance satellite PrOgramme. The Pentagon 

had realised the groulng importance of better strategic 

4.' Cited in Paul a.stares, Sface Weapons and U3 Strategy 
(Crc>~jm Helm• London, 1984 P.' 24. 

. ...... .. 
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intelligence. The ballistic missile PrOgramme had also 

gathered momentum and America's first satellite launch 

vehicle was not too distant.· .tJhile it was attempted 

in the mid-fifties to integrate the satellite and 

ballistic missile Programmes this met with some resist

ance. Advocates of ICBMs and IRBMs warP worried that 

satellite launch Priorities would aff"ect the design of the 

rocket boosters~ 

The American soace ef"fort - both the ballistic 

missile and reconnaissance satelliteprogramnte - Predated 

the launch of the SPUtnik in 1957.' !'lany in the space 

community attribute this event as the sole driving force 

behind the American military space eff"ort.1 tJhile the 

SPutnik launch may have resulted in an acceleration of 

American ef"forts to launch reconnaissance satellites and 

ballistic missiles it is evident that the intent to develop 

~ilitary apace systems and ballistic missiles and the necess

ary research had been going on for quite some time before 

the historic Sputnik launch.1 

The launch of" the Sputnik nevertheless created a 

crisis of a confidence in the u.s. lead in science and 

technology.' lJhile the u.s. scientific elite had antici P

ated a soviet breakthrough and had been taking the necess-

ary steps towards achieving an American Presence in sPace 

. ~. 
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it could not divulge this sensitiv• inPormation to 

the outraged American public. less than Pour months 

later the u.s; space community under heavy public 

Pressure put the f'irst u.s. satellite [xplorar-I~ into 

orbit on January 31,1 1958. The race Por military 

co·•trol or outer space - the new high ground,1 had 

begun.' 

The shooting down or the U-2 reconnaissance air

crart with pi lot Gary :Powers aboard underscored the need 

to develop a satellite reconnaissance system. AS a 

result or this incident President Eisenhower began taking 

PBrsonal interest in SA~OS (the Satellite and Missile 

Observation System). A National Reconnaissance Of'Pice 

(NRO) was created in 1960 to oversee development or u.s. 
reconnaissance satellites~ NRO•s existence remained 

secret until 1973 when its existence was inadvertently 

revealed~i 

Between 1957 and 1960 the United States developed 

a substantial satellite reconnaissance caoability which 

was,1 of' course,1 reci.Procated by the Soviet Union.' A Part 

f'rom developing this system the Eisenhower era 1.1as also 

responsible Par ~legitimisation" or satellite reconnai

ssance. l<hruschev; at a Pari3 Summit between the two 

leaders in 1960~ stated that ~any nation in the world in 

••• 
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who wanted to photograPh 3oviet areas by satellite uas 

f'ree to do aon. 5 This appeared to be an unguarded 

remarks by Khrushchev because the 3oviets began a diplom

atic orrensive in 1962 to PrOhibit reconnaissance acti

vity Prom space.i However,~ it was arter this that military 

space reconnaissance gradually gained legitimacy until it 

wa3 enshrined in Articles V and XII oP the SALT -I treaty 

or 1972 wherein Parties to the treaty agreed not to 

interf'ere with each other's national technical means of 

veri r !cation. 

Initial 3oviet hostility to satellite reconnai-

ssance was understandable.· The Soviet Union stood more 

to lose by unrestricted reconnaissance activity. Satell

ite reconnaissance would open up the closed soviet 

society. on the at her hand there was not much extra 

information that the Soviets woul1 glean from their 

reconnaissance overflights or the uSA. It was under-

standable then that reconnaissance satellites would 

Provide fertile ground f'or 'superPOwer POlemics. The 

United 3tates held that no nation could claim sovereignty 

over space.~ They compared outer s j:E!Ce to the high seas 

Prom tJhich reconnaissance was oermitted.1 The Soviets on 

the other hand regarded satellite reconnaissance as a 

violation or their sovereignty.1 

5. Paul f3 tares~' o p. cit.' 
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APart from legitimisation of satellite reconnai

ssance the Kennedy era saw the budiing of a Programme 

to develop anti-satellite (ASAT) ueaoon systems. Although 

ASAT systems development reached its peak during the 

Johnson years; it was Programnes such as SAINT (satellite 

intercepter) and MUDF" LAP anti-satellite systems that 

were c.onceived of at this time.· 

~hile the Americans were talking about satellite 

interception,: uith another satellite,1 the Soviets in 

1962 actua 11 y Performed such a feat.~ A space rendezvous 

bet'-leen spacecrart vostok II I and I\1 was reported.J Even 

though the distance of seoaration between the t tJO 

spacecraft was over 150 km -- too large for the mission 

to be of strategic value; it fuelled inevitable 

rumours in the US about satellite interception capabilities.• 

As a result the SAINT Programme was canes !led and a new 

A5AT Program~e was given new direction on very high 

priority.i On July 51
1 1953 a National Security Acti:;n 

Memorandum (NSAM 258) entitled "Assignment of Highest 

National Priority to Programme 437n or the Thor ASAT 

programme IJaS issued. 

In addition it was rePorted that on Novenber 311 

1957 the Soviets had tested what Robert McNamara termed 

the "F'ractional Orbital aorTtJardment System" (fOO:i) •1 
· The 

system was an ICBM with an orbital trajectory which would 

attack the United States from the South. Its trajectory 
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constituted a partial orbit or the earth.' The so-

called ~085 threat also gave the united states an 

excuse to accelerate anti-satellite research. It 

was soon realised however that what ~OBS could do could 

be accomplished more easily by ballistic missiles.: 

The orbiting nuclear borrb question uas put permanently .. 
into coli storage by the Outer SPace Treaty or 1967. 

A-::AT .,eapon 1 Iii" J ,!!!_ _ ?eve oomen7· 

The early 1960s saw the birth or studies related 

to destroying or disabling satellites in orbit.' While 

initial exPeriments were designed to study the surviv-

ability of u.s. satellite sy~tems to ASAT attack~ the 

experiments automatically resulted in minimal ASAT 

capability for the United States.' 

The Pirst of such studies was the high altitude 

nuclear test orogramme or Project Argus.6 It was 

contended that electrons and secondary radiation such as 

gamma rays and X-rays produced by a nuclear exolosion 

could damage electronic equiPment.' It was Pound in a 

later series or tests that this electromagnetic Pulse 

(EMP) did in Pact produce X-rnys which could damage 

satellites in space. 

6. See Samuel c;lasstone and 'Philip ootan, Ihe Effects or 
.Nuclear !Jea0ons,(US 000, washington, IJC, 1977,) p.45 • 

• • • 
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In 1956 the role or satellite interceptor tech

no~ogy (SAINT) as an ASAT system was studied. Studies of 

satellite interceptors thus proceeded the first Soviet 

vostok test of 1962.' HOY.ever; trith the Vostok test ASAT 

systems acquired high Priority.· The SAINT programrtB was 

cancelled and the U3 Army and Air rorce yere directed 

to begin a study of' the use of' Nike Zeus and Thor missiles 

in the ASAT role. A nunner of' such tests of' both missiles 

were conducted. However,' the concept of' using these anti

ballistic missiles anrl intercontinental missiles in the 

ASAT role had inherent limitations. Both had nuclear 

warheads. Consequently they would generate an electro

magnetic pulse which had the potential of' destroying 

f'riendly satellites too.; \Jhile some Thor missiles adapted 

f'or the ASAT role were deployed and maintained in a state 

of oPerational readiness; the concept of nuclear satell

ite kill did not catch on and was abandoned in the mid

seventies.! 

One ASAT PrOject which deserves special mention 

is Project !)ynasoar (Dynamic Soaring). It was PrOjected o 

to be a hyPersonic guide vehicle which t.~ould be boosted 

into space,' Perform manoeuvees such as strategic reconn

aissance satellite insoection an1 interception and 

intercontinental borrbardment. The conc/ept yas remarkably 

• • • • 
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similar to the Trans-Atmospheric Vehicles (TA~s) 7 being 

conceptualised today. However, technology at that 

time was not mature enough to permit the development or · 

such a system. 

The MH\f. Syste=tt. 

The curtent MHV (Miniature Homing Vehicle) 

Programme 8 is an outgrouth or Project SPIKE designed to 

intercePt and negate satellit-es Prior to their overrlight 

on the continental United States~ uhich uas proposed by 

the US Air f)ePence Command in 1971.' However,~ work on this 

Programme stalled and uas resumed only in 1975 as the 

Ali'IHV (air-launch MHV) PrOgramme. rirsttt oublic dec1ara

ti on or the I'IHV Programme ua s made around this ti me.1 

It uas only under the Carter administration that the 

program.ma began to take shape. 

President Carter had a two-track policy towards 

ASAT weapons. On the one han1 he wished to rund A3AT 

weaoon development to counter the perceived threat Prom 

Soviet RORS.AT {Radar Ocean Reconnaissance Satellites),1 

7.1 See ll_ePense ()aily,' May 6 and May 11,' 1987; see also New 
scientist's,' May 7 ,' 19 87 •· 

8. I'IHV is an acronym Per Miniature HOming VehicleJ also 
known as ALMHV or Air Launched MHV.' 

•••• 
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which Provide the adversary with real time tracking caPa

bility of' u.s. naval deployments,i convoys and carrier 

9 battle groups as they move across the oceans.' On the 

othP.r he wished to actively Pursue ASAT arms control.i 

The Al~HV program~e was inherited by ~esident 

Reagan. In keeping Yit h Reagan t s overall policy of' using 

outer space to further US strategic goals,i the ASAT 

programme was accelerated and several tests against 

paints in space and a satellite target have been 

conducted. \Jhile Carter IJanted ASATs to threaten Soviet 

RORSAT.and EORSAT satellites,~ Reagan claims ASATs lllJSt 

be developed to achieve PBrity with and thereby deter 

the uSSR. 

The current us ASAT weapon consists of' a modified 

S hart Range Attack Missile ( SRAI"l) developed by 8 oeing Co. 

mounted on top of' a Vought Corp.' Altair I II booster.1 At 

the too of' the missile is the all imPOrtant MHV which is 

a 12 by 13 inch cylinder with infrared sensors.• The 

missile itself' is mounted on an r-15 aircraft chosen 

because of' its weapon carrying capabilityi high operation-
-

al ceiling and rapid rate of' c li nil be sides being the 

9.' Cited in )ef'ense Oafty, A oril 12 1 1987. 

• ••• 
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standard uSAF air suPeriority f'ighter. 1 Once airborne 

the f"-15 launches the missile in the direction of' the 

target satellite.1 UIIR 10 sensors on the MHV would lock 

onto the target which_would be destroy~d by~direct 

kinetic impact~' NO explosions in outer space would 

be involved and no neighbouring satellites uould be arr

ected in any way. unlike the soviet coorbital ASAT 

system which is conrined to the Tyuratam launch~ site the 

AL~HV can.ba launched f'rom any ordinary airf'iald. -

Moreover,' i-f' mated with a mod if' ied f"-14 aircraf't the 

ASAT system could be deployed an an aircraf't carrier with 

no way of' knowlng its location. A lternat'ivaly,· by using 

air-to-air ref'uelling the range of' the r-15s could be 

increased Phenomenally.·! 

It is of'ten held that such an ASAT system would 

have limited capability against satellites in high orbits.! 

·what must be remarrbered is that most Soviet satellites 

are in highly elliptical "Pioloniya" orbits with their 

perigees over the Sothern ham.lsPhere.j It is in this region 

that.most soviet communication and early warning satellites 

dip within range of' the f"-15 borne ASAr21: .' eonsequently~ 
American ASAT planners have considered basing A3AT weapons 

1 o. LWIR is an acronym Por Long wave Jnf'rared .~ 

11. f" or details see Christopher lee,i War ig S eac~ 
(London,· 19 86) pp 110-115.1 

••• 
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at Oiego Garcia in the Indian Ocean,' at A scansion Island 

in the Atlantic and in Australia.' If' an aircraf"t 

carrier-borne ASAT weapon is developed it would proba

bly be de played in the southern Indian Ocean. 

ASAT Weapons and Military Strateg,(.' 

The U.s. Congress in 1985 aPProved a moratorium 

on ASAT testing.l The moratorium was extended this year.1 

One of' the major policy questions regarding ASAT as 

was debated in Congress is ~hether an ASAT race with the 

Soviet Union would further US security interests~ It is 

a tJell-known f"act 'that the uS relies more heavily on 

its satellites ror access to critical intelligence data; 

communications and command and control systems. Thus if' 

an ASATrace were to begin, the us would be dePrived oP 

intelligence,' communications,' etc.·' to a higher extent 

than the Sa viet union. Moreove r,i us satellites teind to be 

· multi-f'unctiona1 and have longer orbital lives than Soviet 

satellitas.l Consequently the u3 has much rawer satellites 

in orbit.f Because most 3 oviet satellites are short 

lived they have a much higher launch gate.' It could 

theref"ore be concluded that in a war scenario involving 

anti-satellite attacks.;l the United States tJOuld emerge as 

the loser. 

• •••• 
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The U.s. Command; Control and Communications 

and ·Intelligence (c 3tl system is closely integrated with 

its military space programme. The United States 

requires assured an-:i survivable comrrunications,· to 

transmit comtnands Prom the Presijential command post 

downwards to its vast nuclear infrastructure.' 12 

9 pace systems are designed to play a vi tal role in 

this crucial chain or command. Uith the introduction 

of the doctrine of flexible response in the mid-1960sJ 

the need for ef f>icient an.:J redundant c31 assets grew.1 

3Pace based elements'of the command and control system 

were round to be extremely vulnerab la to EMP (electro

magnetic pUlse) effects as early research on the high 

altitude nuclear test Programme had demonstrated.' The 

doctrine of limited nuclear war enunciated by President 

Reagan in the early 1980s demanded even more or the 

3 ' space based C I system.· 

As a result of these doctrinal changes the united 

~tates has begun to place more emphasis on increasing 

the resistance of its space-based assets to the secondary 

et'P'ects of a nuclear exchange. The Programme includes 

developing Gallium Arsenide (GaAs) technology to rePlace 

silicon in its space based anj grouni based satellite 

1!.1 Ravi Shastri,; nc 31 controlling the uncontrollable",' 
Strategic Analxsil, 1997 pp. 1429-1446 

••••• 
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electronic systems. Gallium Arsenide is more 

resistant to the ei"Pects of' EMP. 

The cornerstone of the US c31 ~odernisation 

orogramme is the Military Strategic/Tactical Relay 

(Milstar) system uhich uould provide highly survivable 

jam resistant communications to users around the globe.!13 

Uhen deployed the system will include a constellation·or 

spacecraft hardened against physical and electronic attack.i 

Milstar is the highest Priority c3t Programme in the uS 

oerence DePartment.' The Milstar space segment will consi~t 

or nine satellites -- three in elliptical orbits and six 

in geosynchronous orbits.1 APProximately 41
1000 land,"~ sea 

and airborne platforms or the uS Army~ Navy and Air rorce 

uill be equipped uith Milstar terminals.'' 

Milstar is; houever, faced with a major problem 

as are other critical military space Programmes ---the 

shortage or launch vehicles to carry the necessary hardware 

alort.1 The Challenger disaster,; the Titan Pailure t~hich 

Polloued soon after and a series or similar incidents 

have lef't the us space Programme grounded. The •pace 

community in the united States has bean riPe with 
-

arguments as to uhat direction the uS space Programme 

should take.' The Challenger disaster placed a 

13. Defense Electronic§,' July 19 B6,t p.97 

••• 
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challenge before us dominance in space and how they would 

deal with this challenge remains to be seen. However,l 

a number or new initiatives have been launched and 

erforts have been made to revamp existing structures 

and systems and dave lop new technologies.' 

The Challenger Disaster and it~ Implications 

On January 28,; 1986 the space shuttle Challenger 

blew uP, killing the three astronauts on board and destroy

ing its classif'ied military payload. 14 The loss or the 

shuttle delivsred a major blow to the uS military soace 

Programme. President Reagan's Star wars programme in 

particular surrered a setback. Leaving aside the military 

implications or the incident the uS space Programme has 

surrered commercially. With international launch 

competition growing,' most nations aspiring to place 

satellites in orbit have chosen launch vehicles such 

as the European Ariane or the Chinese Long March to carry 

their payloads aloft.! China in a particular has benefitted 

enormously. The uSSR too has actively begun marketing 

its Proton booster.1 

~allowing close on the heels or the Challenger 

tragedy,· a u.s. Titan rocket exploded in May 1986; its 

payload was believed to be a sophisticated reconnaiss

ance satellite. 15 The launch pad at Vandenburg was 

14. ')avid Baker, "Why Challenger F"ailedn,· New Scientist, 
September 11, 1986, p.S2.' 

15.,. Science,' f'l~y 9,~ 1986 p., 232. 
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severely damaged. The Titan disaster effectively sealed 

off launch of reconnaissance,' communications and early 

warning satellites for some time. The uS KH-11 reconnai

ssance satellite Presently in orbit is not expected to 

remain live after 19 89. 

The implications of ~rounded launch vehicles are 

• 
already being felt. 1 The u5 military is taking Precautions 

to Prevent the breakdown of existing space systems vital 

Por reconnaissance,· communications and early warning against 

missile attack. Only one KH-11p photo reconnaissance 

satellite is currently in operation. KH 11s are supposed 

to operate in pairs.i F'urther several of these satellites 

are OPerating in final backup systems. 16 John E. Pike , 
Head of SPace Policy at the washington based F'ederation 

6r American scientists~ has identified reconnaissance~ 

communication and early warning ·satellites as the 

tt potential orob le mtt. Other s,1 he says,' used f" or electro

nic intelligence,' ocean surveillance,1 "'esther monitoring 

and navigation,' are in good condition. 

16. William J. Broad,' "'Pentagon Nursing an Aging Natu.ork 
of' Key satelliten,· New york Tlnie's,' July 20,i 1987.' 

••••• 
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In October 1988 the shuttle came back into 

operation. It is likely for the Poreceable future to be 

reserved f"or these crucial milita~y payloads.' Most 

scientif'ic and other civilian sPace missions are 

likely to be delayed inderinitely.' 17 some of the 

IJOrst victims tJerP the Halley probe,i U lyssas tJhich \alas 

to have observed the sun's poles~ and Atlantis~ the 

spacecraf't tJhich tJas to observe Jupiter.; The optical 

telescope IJhich tJas to be launched touards the end 

of 1986 to observe the stars ui thout atmosPheric distort-

Perhaps the greatest challenge to the American ~· 

commercial space erf"ort IJOuld be other space-going 

nations filling in the demand for launch of Third World 

satellites.' The Soviets have been offering their Proton 

booster in the commercial market.! F"or instance,~ IRSIA,' 

the first Indian remote sensing satellite is to be 

launched this year on a soviet ·Proton. 18 ~. Several 

companies in the United states have been advertising Soviet 

launch service as an alternative to the space shuttle:19 

The uS State Oepartment recently issued a directive quoting 

17.~ c. Raja Mohan, "Beyond the Challenger Tragedy,.in 
rrontline,t F'ebruary 22-IWJarch 7,j 1986. 

18. Soviet Aerospace,· l'tay 11,· 1987. 
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a US law \Jhich Prohibits "the transfer of' US space 

technology to the Soviet union" 20 whereby they 

declared such activity illegal.; The E:uro Pean 5 pace 

Agencyts (ESA) Ariana booster is to launch Pour Indian 

sate !lites. 21 The Chinese have also entered the market 

with their Long March -3 launch vehicle.; A U.s. 

company Teresat has signed a launch reservation agree-

ment with the Chinese who hope to launch the shuttle 

recovered \J estar-6 s oacecraf't with the Long March-3,i22 

Negotiatio?'ls are in Progress :tbr Chinese launch of' US 

satellites.' 

It is often held that the u.S. launch vehicle 
has been 

programme Ls in such dire straits that they would never 

be able to get thousands of' pounds of' SOl -re lat ad hard

ware into orbit.i These observers however fail to take 

into account the new concepts and technologies in space 

launch systems which are evolving in the developed 

world•' viz.' Trans-Atmospheric Vehicles or TAVs which 

would be designed to take off from an ordinary ·airfield~ 

be boosted into orbit,1 conduct manoeuvres in space,"~ re

enter the atmosphere and f'inally land at an ordinary 

airfield. The United Sta':es, some of' its allies and the 

Soviet Union are believed to be working on such a system; 

20. international Herald Tribune. July 10, 1987. 

21. statesman, May 20 1' 198?. 
22. RObert f.Brodsky,' nF"oreign Launch Competition GraYing», 

Aerospace Americ'a,; July 1986. p. 86. 
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In the united 3tates work on the soaceplane is 

concentrated at Rockwell International's Rocketdyne diviai-

on in California. Rocketdyne CorP. has apparently 

Produced a revolutionary design for America's NA3P 

(National Aerospace <Plane) which has impressed 

officialdom.· As a result Rocketdyne has been granted 

a SSOO,OOO contract f'or basic PrOPulsion design work. 23 

The Project is expected to be worth as much as $3.·~ 

billion over the next f'ey years. A 11 Pundi-ng .f'or the 

US· NA3 P comes f'rom the ·Air F"orce budget.1 

The gritish too seem to have f"aith in SPilCe 

plan~s. work on designing Hotel (horizontal take of"f and 

landinq) is well under way. The concept involved in 

Hotel is similar to the us NASP,: viz. use of' air

breathing and rocket engines in the atmosphere and in 

space respectively. It would be capable of" placing 8 

tonnes into a 500 km altitude orbit of the earth. 24 

A model of' the Hotel was displayed at the Paris Air 

Show in June 1987.·25 

Trans Atmospheric Vehicles offer a promising 

f'or access to space.' They would easily be able 

[)ef'ense News,' July 27,' 1987,' p.7. 

24. New 3 c ient ist,i May 7,' 1987 ·' 

2 s. Ibid., ·June 18, 19 87.1 
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to launch,; recover and rePair military .ohoto-reconnai-

ssance and early warning satellites in low earth 

orbit.' The u.s. military space Programme then may 

not remain grounded Per long. 

The debate over what direction US launch vehicle 

strategy should take in the Puture has thro~n uP several 

net.~ ideas like the one described above.' Another innova-

tive concept which can be viewed as a reaction to 

the launch oP the soviet Energia rocket in May this 

year is what has been termed as the Advancep Launch 
2 ' 1987 

System (ALS) 6 .~ The uS Air ~orcein Mayiasked the 

A eros pace Industry to submit Pro IX)sals Por ways to 

design and build the advanced launch system. Others 

have suggested a return to the "big du!TD booster" 

rocket relying on obsolete but reliable technology.127 

Still others have ~uggested abandoning he~~y lift 

vehicles and have suggestad smaller launch vehicles 

which would be able to launch small selective military 

payloads in a cost errective manner. In keeping 

with this suggestion the USAF has ordered 56 Titan 

II rockets to launch reconnaissance satellites into 

low earth orbit~ 

26.1 I ntsunational Herald Tribune, !'lay za,~ 1987 •' 

27. Newsueek.~ August 17,1 1987. 
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While a launch vehicle strategy for the united 

States future in space is being debated within the US 

space community,' two projects are in balance whose 

future the outcome of the debate would determine.: These 

are the US space station rroject and Ronald Reagan's 

3trategic Jef'ence Initiative (301) .' 

The space S't'atii:i·n 

After almost a year of economic,' political and 

technical Problems'' NASA has restored momentum to' its space 

stati~n efPort. 28 The Senate space subcommittee and its 

correspon·::!ing committee in the House aporoved f'ull 

funding 

1988.129 

$767 million .for the soace station ir{ F'Y 

The total cost is estimated at $31.3 billion, 

which includes $26.7 billion in R&D, $239 ~million in 

construction, $1.5 billion in shuttle launches and 

.$2 .9 billion in NA3.A Personnel costs.'30 More recently 

C anada,l Japan,· UK and the US signed an agreement on 

cooPeration in the space station ef fort.i 

NASA•s Associate Administrator for the space 

station; /.\nd rew S t of an,' has stated that the space station 

28.: See Theresa M.roley nspace Station Sack on Track After 
Year of Po lie y r:l isarray", AyiF.Jt ion Week & S nace 
TEChnoloqy, June 15, 1987,' p. 76.· 

29. Ibid.' 

30. Oefense Daily, July 29, 1987 •. 

• ••• 
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would result in a quantum leap Per u3 space science and 

technology. James A.Van Allen, renowned soace scientist 

in the journal ~cientific American dispUtes thls view.r31 

The debate on the space station has eventually boiled 

doun to a debate on the utility of manned vs. unmanned 

space !"lights.' van Allen is of the view that unmanned 

spacecraft can perform all important !"unctions in space. 

Supporters of the space station argue that manned space 

flights could carry out activities such as recovery or 

sensitive sat elli tes, 1 rePair of' malfunctioning satellites,' 

etc.-- with limitations. The space station would 

operate in lou orbits and consequently astronauts on board 

would be able to carry out such extra vehicular activity 

only with low orbiting satellites.: 

President Reagan stated in ~anuary 1984 that "a 

space station ui 11 permit quantum leaps in science,1 

communications, and in metals and lit"e-saving medicines 

that can be manuf"actured only in sPace." 32 Three years

later 'President Reagan's ootimism is hard to share.1 

soace commerce which included materials Procesiing in 

space has disappointed enthusiasts. Satellite communi

cations proved to be the only viable sQace related 

industry. Microgravity materials science is embryonic 

31. see James A Van AlJ.en "Space Science, SPace-Technology 
and the Space Station", ~cieotit"ic American, Vol 254, 
No.1 January 1986, p. 82.' 

32. Cited in Theresa M. raley, n.28, p. · so.· 
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ana des not hold commercial promise. MCDonnell 

Douglas, one of the few companies that opted to 

perform materials processing experiments in space, 

found tne venture non-profitable and withdraw. 

George Field, a researcher who served on the 

US National Commission on Space, holds that "Space 

manufacturing will remain a dubious enterprise 

until basic research in microgravity demonstrates 

its value. nJ3 As a result, tne space station is 

likely to find itself highly depen4ent on tne US 

Department or Defence (DOD). 

The u.s. Defence Department has been singularly 

adamant in its demand for unrestricted access to tne 

space station. 34 At stake is the international nature 

of the US space station effort. Dr. Robert Sims, 

Assistant Secretary of Derence for Public Arrairs said 

. in ~ that n •••• we intentt to use tn e apace at a tl.on 

for those national security purposes that we deem 

are appropriate." 35 The US DOD has0 reiterated, 

h~wever, that American treaty obligations would be 

respectett aod. 1 t woultt not violate international law 

while performing experiments. 

33. Cit ect in Theresa M. Foley, n. 28, 

34. Aviation Week and Space Teohnology, June 15, 1987 

35. Cited. in Theresa M. Foley, n.28, p.76. 
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The Pentagon recently made public a list of 

possible experimnts which would be carried out on 

tne space station. Some or these include: 

A space-borne direct view optical system 

A Latitude/Longitude locator system 

~~itime observations in space 

Tne US Army Sbuttle experiment 

Space debris belt characterisation/mapping 

Military geology from space 

-- Battle.tield surveillance from space 

Launch detection from space 

Experiments tnat would involve tn e use o.t· an 

o.t·rer in space to perform weatht:: r observations 

Designation from space-

Free ion remote sensor technology. 

The US Derence Department h a3 begun to involve 

i tselr more closely wi 1n NASA in tn e space station 

programme. Military personnel are believed to be pl93ing 

a prominent 36 role in tne programme. 

The u.s. military's demand for unrestricted 

access to tne space station nas sparKed o.t·1· a sharp 

Citea io Theresa M.FOley, n.28, p. 76. 
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debate between NASA and its international partners. 

Canada in particular has vehement ObJections to tne 

military use or tne station. Canada will spend over 

$800 million on its programme which has evolved into 

an extremely well coordinated and organised effort. 37 

Japan, too, which is developing a module to be att9ched 

to tne space s.ta tion, likely to have obJections to its 

military nature. Despite tneir obJections however botn 

Canada and Japan wiil build modules ror 'the station. 

Tne European SIBce Agency (ESA) and China are 

also expected to be major participants in tne efrort. 

NASA o.f.fioials .feel that Chinese space technology is not 

advanced enough to make their participation rrui tru1. 

It has nowever been reported tnat a Chiaese delegation 

held talkS with NASA in January about tne possibility 

or a Chinese ro.t.e. 38 Wi tn tne United sta tea playing 

an increasinglY important role in China's economic and 

mi.t.itary modernisation, some rorm or organised Chinese 

e.t".t"ort, however miniscule, cannot be ruled out· if anly 

.tor political benefits that the United States woUld 

gain out or- the partnership. 

37. For d.t:tails of Canadian participation in tne space 
station eLrort sec Aerospace Daily, Ju.t.y 27, 1987. 

38. Aerospace Daily, June 18, 1987. 
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SDI and tne US Space Programme 

Tne American military space programme ror the 

first four decades largely consisted ot passive 

deployments in space. ·'t/nile active military space 

systems sucn as SAINT, Dyn~oar, etc. had been 

considered these never got oft' the drawing board. 

Technology at that point in history was basicallY 

not mature enougn to operationalise such exotic 

space based weapons. 

Today, there is a qualitative shift in doctrines 

of space mili tarisatio n. There has been an obvious 

move towards space weaponisation, viz. deployment of 

active weapon systems sucn as lasers,· partial e beams 

an :1 kinetic energy weapons in space. 39 Tn e Amer ioan 

Strategic De!'enoe Initiative promises to bring about 

revolutionary onanges in military space doctrines and 

is likely to have an aaverse impact on deterrence, 

crisis stabilitv and arms contro1. 40 Such details are 

beyond the scope or this chapter. It would sur rice to 

39. See Ravi Shastri, "Militarisation ot· Space ana. tne 
Strategic lDet·enoe Initiative," Strategic Analrsis, 
Aug, 1987., pp 585-604. 

40. For de tails see Ravi Snastri, "BMD/Arms Go ntrol 
Debate", Strategic Analysis, November 1986 pp 92 7-
942; See also Ravi Snastri, 11 SDI: .i!}arly Deployment 
and tne ABM Treaty", Strategic Analysis, June 1987 
pp 550-562. 

• • • • 
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say here that SDI whetner or not it r~su1ts in tne 

deployment of a viable Ballistic I'1issile Det·ence (BMD) 

system, would in any case reaul t in a massive technolo

gical leap tor tne United States. Tn e vast amount of 

R&D funds beiug channelled into star Wars research are 

certatn to produce some resu1 ts. SDI research .is likely 

to produce spinofrs for conventional defence and ror 

industry. 41 The US military apace programme is li.leel.y · 

to bene.fit from adv meed aortware, materials researo.n, 

launch veniole researon an a. a nost ot· otner proJects 

being conducted unaer tne guise of strategic de1·ence. 

In order to establish a oertain degree or homo

geneity in tne errort, the.Unitea States has attempted 

to induce its allies to participate in the efrort. 

Most NATO nations and Japan have decided. to .rormall.y 

p·articipate in SDI ror reasons whicn orten have 
42 nothing to do with ballistic missile de.rence•• 

They wish to grab a share or tne .funds being doled. 

out .:ror researcn. The cooper a ti.ve e.f.fort on the part 

o.f tn~ West then will in all probability reJuvenate the 

pace of economic and technological development in the 

western world which had been tapering o.r1· of late. 

Tne Soviet Union could be expiected to respond in kind. 

41. For details o.r SDI spino.rt·s, see Aviation Week and 
Space Tecnoology, ~ 11, 1987 p. 89; see also 
Det·ense News, June ., , 1987. 

42. Ravi Shastri "Japan's cnangiog security peroeptions 
ana tn e SDI" Strategic analysis, May 1~86 Pco 452-465 



Third World. nations thea would remain tecnnologi oal:.Ly 

dependent on and at the mercy o1· "Uncle Sam" and tne 

Soviet Union ror a lot more time to come. 

(b) USSR in Space 

While over the past two years tne American 

space errort has been rlounaering the Soviets have gone 

aheaa and overcome signiricant technical hurdles. 

Tne M1r space station, launch or Energ!ya HLV 43 and 

the consequent possible development or a space shuttle 

have been some Soviet achievements in conquering tne 

final rrontier. ,While their space programme m~ 

appear entirely peacerul witn tne Soviets repeatedly 

emphasising its peaceful intent, the aual-use Qature 

or space-related technological developments makes 

it-impossible to strictly separate tne civilian and 

the mi.t.i tary elements. Given the lack ot· adequate 

int·or•mation in this regard 1 t is a common practice 

amoog scholars particularly in the western world to 

attribute purely militaristic intentions to tne 

Soviet space ef.fort. But tnis is not the itl!·orwed 

opinion in the West. A study carried out by tne u.s. 

43. HLV is an acronym t·or Heavy Lauocn vehiole • 

• • • 



Congressional Research Service concluded that about 

50 per cent ot· Soviet space activity was purely 

military in nature. 44 Maoy elements of the programme 

however, are used for scientific, civil and economic 

ap r.il ica tiona. 

Motivations for Space Presence 

The Soviet Union claims its space programme 

is entirely peaceful. However, as the following 

discussion would reveal, tne primary motivation ror 

Soviet spaoe activity is milit,ry. Like the American 

programme national security assumc:ts primacy over 

all other possible motivatious. 

The USSR has consistently ao.vocated ·'that its 

long-range goal in space is manned exploration and 

colon!sation of the solar system. This is borne out 

by the fact that the Soviet space programme leads over 

that of the u.s. in man-in-space efforts and in hJman 

endurance in space records. The space station programme 

enabled Soviet cosmonauts to set a record of days in 

space. Tne pr~seuce oL cosmouauts iu spac~ however 

caune.t b~ o.isllliss~u o.I.I naua as au entirely peac~.r·ul. 

eutc:trpr ~s~ as w~1..1 Qi;j SdtHJ 1ater. 

44 ,;rc:~ { llonaression al Information qervi ce \ report 

to the TTnii:ed ~tate~ Congress on tne SoY.iet 
Sp·aae Programme {Washing"ton, D.C., 1986). 
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The .t'urtherance of space science is seen by 

Soviet cosmonauts and others involved in the effort 

as a maJor goal o.t· tht::ir space programme. 45 

Planetary exploration, e,luurance in space, civilian 

Tv oomu::uniua tiona, stuuy or earth resources, etc. 

are outlineu as areas where space science could pl~ 

a &.Uajor role. All these ho'l1ever also have military 

connotations. 

EnnanceJ.Uent o.r national prestige ana pritie is 

anotn~ maJor motivation for the Soviets to invest 

in space. Space tecnnology is one area where tne 

Sovi~ts have surpassed western nations. The United 

Sta~s and its allies have developed exotic technolo

gies fer use in space the results o.f which so1uetimes 

have proved disastrous. the Soviets on the other 

hand have maintained a consistent ef.fort based- on

outdatea but proved and reliable teonnology. For 

instance, tne original l~BM developed in 1957 is 

still used as tne maiu launch vehicle with improved 

upper stages. Tne reliaoility of Soviet systems has 

45. William Shelton, Soviet Space Exploratioc 
(New York) 1982 p. 205 • 

• • • 
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received a rillip wi 'til tne receot Soviet space succ

esses as compared to Americau and European failures. 

Tne w~st criticises the Soviet system ror its 1ack of 

innovation and inventiveness. lheir.space programme 

howevt~r provides oue t"ield o.t" teonno!ogical. development, 

based on which the Sovidts can defend their system 

and hit oack i.I' necessary. Witness theret·ore, tn e 

race between the super powers ror space rirsts. Tne 

Soviets were tne r1rst in space (1957), tney launched 

tne first rocK.t~t to tne moon ( 1959) tne first man in 

space (1y61), t"irst woman (11j63), etc.; if tne Awt~ricans 

put tne !'irs t wan ou tne moon, tne Sov1e ts nave tne 

enauran ce record oL man io space and a space station 

with t.ne Americans struggling to .rol!OW suit. Tne 

prestige associated with being tne rirst to acnieve 

so~ething in that vast nothingness is a major 

incentive for accelerated space activity. 

The Soviets have attempted to gain maximum 

psychological advantage out ot· their space successes. 
\ 

B.r pursuing a policy or not announcing launch failures 

they have attempted to build up an aura ot· infalli

bility in their scientiric and tecnnical progress. 

They nave tnen gone on to use tnis to in.!·luence otner 

••• 
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nations ot· ttle world through promises ot· co-operation 

in space technology, strengthen zriendsttips and 

demoralise enemies. CosUJooauts .from East European 

nations, ana .from India have t"J.own on Soviet 

Soyu:t:. missions. A Syrian and F.t'ench cosmonaut are 

scheduled to visit tne Mir apace station soon!6 

While pride. prestige ana. exploitatioo or earth reso

urces are viable goals .for tne Soviet space er·t·ort 

the primary motivatiocJ re.waius natioaal. security. 

In this respect both the Soviet motives as well as 

their actions appear to be no a.it·.t'erent .from those of 

the Awerioaos. LiKe tne American space errort military 

components ot· space activity tend to dominate i.t" not 

encompass civilian or peaoet·ul uses. The inability to 

adequately dirrerentiate between tne two enables the 

Soviets to claim that their programme is entirely 

peacet:uJ.. A maJor policy di.f.fereooe appears to be 

tnat while tne Amer1coos are more open about their 

miJ.it~y space activity tne Soviets teruse to 

acKnowledge that they have a military space programme. 

Anotner unique reatur e ot· tn e Soviet space 

programme is that it is cloaked in secrecy. \~ile 

tne u.s. Department or Der·ence (DoD) and tne National 

46. Flight International, December 27, 1986. 
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Aeronautics and. Spcce Administration (~ASA) cto not 

alw~s immediately release tne details or American 

military space !'lights they aoknowledge the fact 

that a particular p~load. is to be used ror militdry 

purposes. Tn e Soviets on tne otner nand. are highly 

secretive. They sometimes make re!'erences to tn.e 

strategic value of scientiric mission as was done during 

tne Khruschev era. Since 1963 tne Soviets have 

cloaked all space :t'ligt'lts under the Kosmos label, 

leading to speculation that this was a cover for 

wili tary-related missions. 

Observers orten attribute this Soviet secrecy 

to the inherently secretive nature or the Soviets 

political system at least until the dawn of tne 

Gorbac.nev era. Gorbacnev•s glasnost and perestroika 

has not yet had. time enougn to penetrate tne secrecy 

surrounding tne Soviet space programme. However, 

two more rather compelling reasons .for tne Soviet 

penchant .tor secrecy can be ci tea o:t·:t· nan a. Tne 1:·1rst 

is a corollary to tn·e Soviets using their space 

successes to ennance national pride and their 

in.fluenoe in tne comity or· na tiona as discussed earlier. 

Revelation ol:· Soviet failures could undermine the 

coo.fid.enoe o.r smaller less developea nations ol:· tne 
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world in tne viability o~ Sovi~t science and technology 

and consequently their goal or· using the space progr

amme to increase national pride and prestige would 

suffer a setback. Further, since most Soviet 

launch vehicle technology is based on their ICBMs 

tney would be reluctant to provide any detailed 

in.rorwation which could compromise natio cal. security. 

As a result. or this penchant tor ·secrecy 

independ.en t observers .t'ind it di.f:ricul t to obtain a 

clear picture or tne Soviet military space e:r:rort. 

Researcner s o.t· tne Kettering Group ana tno se at 

SIPRI( Stockholm Internatio t6l Peace Research Institute) 

have done valuable work and have provided a good 

source or unbiased in~ormation regarding Soviet 

military activities in apace. Tne nature of Soviet 

wilitary missions is more orten than not deduced rrom 

orbital parameters o.t· satellites, tne timing o.r their 

launch atJa recovery,etc. 

While tne Soviets have consistently denied any 

association witn militarisation or spaoe, the statements 

or· oertaia Soviet leaaers at di.fterent points or time 

tend to contradict this view. For instance, party 

Chairman Brezhnev said in 1966; "A host or all kinds 

or .t·abulous stories in tne u.s. tnat it nas most 

•••• 
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'all seeing' spy satellites •••••• authors of such 

stories do not realise what rocKets, Sputniks, submarines 

ana otner tecnnical equipment o.r tne Sovlet Union nas". 47 

Furtner, a 1970 article on intelligence services 

appeared to legitimise military uses of space parti

cular~ satellite reconnaissance. It stated: 

Let us repeat, tne division of labour, within 
tne intelligence services in no way signifies 

a desire on tne part of' its leaders to have 

clean hands; on tne contrary, they use secret 

agee ts to f'ult"il tne most seri'ous and pro.round 

tasks which cannot be solved by satellites, 
reconnaissance aircraft or int·orma tion centres 

using fast electronic equipment~8 

The SALT-I treat¥, to wnich tne Soviets are a 

party, legitimises satellite reconnaissance. Article V 

of the treaty sta 1es tnat: "For tne purpose of provi

ding assurance ot· compliance with the provisions or 

this Interim Agreement, each Party shall use national 
Jl 49 technical means of verification at its disposal •••• 

4 7. Pravda, Moscow, July 2, 1966, c i tea in CIS report 
0 44 p. 24. 

48. GIS Report, n. 2 p. 43. 
49. For details SALT agreement, see US AJDA (~ 

Control an a Disarmamen t Agreement), 'iashington, 
n. c., 19a2. 

• •• 
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«~ Prow tLle above quotations it is obvious tnat 

tne Soviets have imiDlici ty accepted satellite reconn

aissance as an integral component o.:r their military 

strategic system. But rattler than arguing that such 

military activity is not offensive, they continue to 

deoy that they conduct any military satellite re-

oon caissance. 

Having established that the Soviets indeed possess 

a military space programme one can go on to identu·y 

the specir·ic militaJY elements, which include photo

graphic electronic and radar reconnaissance, early 

warning, military cotnmunic at ions, n avigat.ion, weather 

geodesy and mapping. Before going into these details, 

tloweve~ the historical development of the Soviet 

space e.:t".rort wil.l be briefly reviewed. 

Earl,y Years 

The_ concept ot· rocket propulsion was f'irst 

conceived o.f and later used in China in the 13th 

century AD. Christian monks who visited China learnt 

the basic principles and brought rocketry into Europe. 

However, it was not until tne 17th century that rock:ets 

were used in Russia. Recorded histo~ notes that 

Peter tn e Great set up a RocKet ~vorKs factory in ltbsoow 

in 1680 .for the .fabrication or· military signal and 

illumination .flares. Alexander Liauadho, an artillery 

••• 
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ot"ricer, pioneered. tne Russian use ot rock.ets as a 

weapon in tne early 19th century. Anotner artillery 

of.:t"icer applied mathematics to the scientific study 

or rocketry suggesting also that rocKet propulsion 

could be used tar travel. 50 Russian revolutionaries 

or the 19th century are also believed to have dabbled 

in rocketry. One such member or a revolutionary 

organisation, Nikolai Kilialchichpuil t the rocket 

bomb which mortallY woundet Alexander II on March 13, 

1881. 51 

Modern Russian rocketry was pioneered by 

Konstantin Tsiolkovskii (1857-1935) who was a deaf 

school teacher,. Among other things he was tne·first 

to visualise interplanetary travel, the laws ot motion 

of cosmic bodies in space, the velocities required 

ror earth orbit and escape, the use of multistage 

rockets, the use o1· liquid oxygen an·d liquid hydrogen 

as fuel, the need for heat shie!Cts during re-entry and 

tne concept ot· space stat ions. His work in rocketry 

included establishing a comprehensive relationship 

between the velocity of a rocKet and tne velocity or 

its expelled gases, wnich later came to be known as tne 

Tsiolkovskii J:"ormulae. 

• • • • • 
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In 1924 the Soviet government created and 

supported tn e Gentral Bureau tor the Study ot· the 

Problems or Rockets (TSBIRP) with the obJectives 

ot bringing rocket researcners togetner and. studying 

the ·interplanetary ana. military implications or 

rockets. Later in 1929 organisatio as sucn as TSBIRP 

and. the Gas Dynamics Labora-tory (GDC) were merged 

into tne group tor tne Study of Reactive MOtion 

(GRD). How~er, in tne 1930s tne pace or development 

slowed down. Tne political climate was not conducive 

for constructive research. It was not until after tne 

war with the inr lux of German scientists that the 

Soviet spaleprogramme per !! reacned. the take-orr 

stage. 

Wnile space research, and. particularly rocKet 

research nad been conducted in tne USSR and by Robert 

Goddard in tne u.s., both were far beninct tne· Germans. 

Wnen tne Russians occupied Peenemunde, the German 

rocKet research centre, most German scientists had 

already be eo round ea. up under 1h e American "Operation 

Paper Clip". The Sovi eta did manage to capture one 

scientist, Mikhail !angel. Tne maJority nowever 

went to the Americans. It is there.rore logical to 

assume tnat tne Americans benerittect far more 

from tneir German catch than did the Soviets. 

. . . 
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Af"ter the second World War the Soviets rebuilt 

German Pacilities at Peenemunde and set a team of' Germans 

and Russians uorking on it •1 Improvements were made on the 

German A-4 (11-2) - its range and accuracy were enhanced.; 

A new rocket called the T-1 or Pobeda uith a range of' 

500-700 miles was developed.i 

According to Col Tokaty-TokatJ,' who defected to the 

Ul< in 1984 the soviets had olans in the early 1950s to 

develop rocket-boosted ICBMs.' Tokaty-Tokata revealed that 

he himself had suggested the construction of" a three-

stage rocket. His suggestion was not accepted. Had it been, 

the Sputnik might have come several years earlier, he said. 

It is evident that by the mid-1950s Soviet IC8f1 

design and development was tJell under \Jay." In 1955 several 

articles aPPeared in the Soviet Press on the uses of 

artificial earth satellites• In 1955 at the annual Congress 

of the International Astronautical federation the Soviet 

delegate announced that it tJould be possible to launch a 

satellite uithin the next two years.52 In May 1957: 

astronomer 8 ubhai ov disclosed that a Soviet satellite uas 

around the corner: In June it was announced that all 

technical difficulties had been overcome and the necessary 

52.· William H. Schauer, The ~litics of 5 pace 
(New York, 19 76) .' 

•• 0. 
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apparatus created. In August the soviet Government 

announced the completion or tests. on October 4, 1957,

the worldts first artificial satellite was launched. 

The launch vehicle for the first 5 putnik was the 

S5-6 ICBM,- with a capacity or launching 1,'360 kilograms 

into lou-earth orbit.! This is still the basic launch 

vehicle today.1 IJ i th improved uPPer stages (Proton) , 1 

soviet launch vehi.cles today use liquid oxygen/liquid h 

hydrogen as fuel.· Kerosene derivatives are sometimes used 

for the first stage.1 Solid fuel is used in missiles but 

not in launch vehicles.f The Soviets could also be 

working touards nuclear-propelled rockets as is the 

united states.1 The recent Soviet success with the 

Energiya heavy-lift vehicle (HLV) and r~ports about 

development of a space shuttle iP valid would result in 

a quantum jump for Soviet space technology and potential 

for military exploitation or space. These successes· _and 

their implications will be dealt with later. tJhat must be 

emphasised here however is that soviet launch vehicles have 

relied on simple yet proven technology which has enabled 

them to retain their Pre-eminence in s pace.i 

passiye Military 5 pace systems 

The Kosmos label for space flights,~ the nature 

or uhich the Soviets did not wish to reveal; heralded the 

••••• 
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entry of' soviet military systems into outer space in 

1962.1 Since then the soviets have maintained a military 

space Programme not unlike that or the A mer-leans.' A Pew 

major dirPerences exist,' however.' One is the much 

higher launch rate of satellites in the Soviet union~ 

This is not due to any aggressive intant.i The geograPhi

cal location or the Soviet union makea it necessary ror 

them to launch satellites into orbits which have high rates 

or orbital decay.1 Hence most Soviet communication and early 

warning satellites have short lives requiring them to be 

replaced frequently. In contr~st most uS sateliites are 

long lived and multifunctional requiring replacement 

after a longer period or time.' The implication of satell

ite longevity will be discussed in connectinn with ASAT 

(anti-satellite) weapons later~ 

The Soviets have orbited both photo and electronic 

reconnaissance 9atellites.i 
-
~n additional reconnaissance 

satellites: the R0R9AT or Radar Ocean surveillance Satellite: 

which is believed to be nuclear powered ha9 also been used 

extensively.' 

Almost SO per cent of all Soviet satellite launches 

have been for photo-reconnaissance purposes. The most recent 
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53 launch was on May 21 this year. Photo-reconnaissance 

satellites that manoeuvre in orbit are believed to be 

~lose-look satellites; Early satellites had orbital 

lives or 4. 6 days. In the late seventies most Soviet 

reconnaissance satellites had lived or 12 days unless they 

were recovered earlier to observe a crisi3 situation.: 

Today,~ advgnced solar· batteries enable them to stay in 

orbit Par over a month. 1 rlight altitudes are approxi

mately~' Perigee 147 km with apogees ranging Prom 200-450 km 
' 

depending on the mission.; Inclinations of' aPproximately 

52° give good covera1e of the northern hemisPhere during 

daylight hours.1 J:recoverable.satellite3 retroP'ire and 

re-enter thP. atmosphere IJhera they are recovered.5 

soviet photo-reconnaissance satellites have covered 

the Iran-Iraq war (See Table 1),1 the Indo-.Pak conflict and 

even observed 30uth African and Chinese Preparations Por 

nuclear tests. Other activities that they have covered 

include: 

-The American invasion of" Grenada in 1983 (kosmos 

1504 launched Prom Tyuratam on October 25 f"or the 

pur posef; 

The 1983 crisis in Chad,1 when the city oP raya- · 

Largeau Pall to Libyan-backed rebels (Kosmos 1489); 

Events in £1 Salvador the same year (Kosmos 1471).i 

. . .., . 
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Kosmos 1504, 1489 and 1471 tJere manoeuvrable satellites 

implying thereby that they 1.1ere used in the close-look 

mod e. 54 

Tabl§ -1 

Soviet coverage of the Gylf Wat 

3tate Designation Particulars ~ate of 
Lunch 

Kosmos 1210 

f<Osmos 1213 

Kosmos 1214 

82.iJ 0 

72.9° 

67 .!2° 

Septe'19,11980 

oct. 3,1 1980 

Oct.' 1 0,~1980 

Date of 
recovery 

Oct.' 3,l 1980 

oct.· 17 'l19 80 

-
Kosmos 1209 & (taun~hed as Earth Resources Satellites; 

1212 coul~ have covered the tJar) 

The soviets orbited a series of reconnaissance 

satellites during the 1973 Arab-Israeli tJar.' Ko~mos 596,1 

597 and 598 were launched on October 3,' 6 and 10 resPecti

vely and recovered after only six ·days in orbit even 

·55 though the life of the satellites was 13 days; The 

ground tracks of these satellites revealed that they could 

effect excellent area coverage or the region and then 

relay the information to ground stations in southern 

soviet Union over tJhich they would pass a few hours later.' 

54.' F"or details see Nicholas L.Johnson "The soviet Year 
in Soace-: 1993",· Space tJor!d,· October 1984. 

55. SJ ~I !Jorld B,r maments and 1lisQrmament Year B oak 1974 
(ton:fon 1974) .' 

... "' 
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Table 1 reveal3 that the soviets had a great 

degree of interest in monitoring the early stages of the 

Gulf war.; An interesting f"aature here is that Earth 

Resources Satellites could have been used for the 

purpose,' serving to underline the dual civil/military 

nature of most space activity. 

The Soviet Union launches its electronic reconn

aissance satellites at orbital inclinations of" 71° and 

74° with orbital Periods varying f'rom 92 to 95 minutes. 

The London-based Kettering Group has -not intercepted any 

communications from 9 ovi·et satellites. which might indi

cate an ELINT role. Thus if" any satellites are launched 

with the orbital parameters described abo~e they are 

assumed to be fulfilling the electronic uavedropping role.' 

Kosmos 1842 launched on APril 27 this year is believed 

t o be an E l I NT sate 11 it e.· 56 

A third category of" 3oviet reconnaissance satell-

ites of' which there is no counterPart in the West are 

believe~ to be the ftDR3ATs.' It is believed that the 

Soviets began orbiting these satellites in the late 

1960s. 
57

• 

56. AQrosaocq Gail!(, APril 30, 1937. 

57. Ibid. 
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t:hoto-reconnaissance sate !lites have an inherent 

disadvantage. They operate at Frequencies which cannot 

penetrate cloud over.· Radiation having uave lengths in 

the microwave region of the electromagnetic spectrum such 

as radar uaves can Penetrate clouds. Thus R0R3AT s enable 

the 5 oviets to track western naval movements across the 

oceans irrespective oP whether they are obscured by clouds 

or not.' 

These radar surveillance satellites have perigees 

oP 200-260 km.' It is believed that the Soviets have 

conducted over 20 R0R3AT launches since 1967.58 The 

recent ones being on April 8," 1937 (Kosmos 1834)59 ,' 

March 21,1 1986 (Kosmos 1736) 60 ; August 24,i 1985 (Kosmos 

1677) and August 1, 1985 (Kosmos 1670) 61 • 

R0R3AT s usually operate in Paits. Micromanoeu-

vres are used to compensate Por atmospheric drag at lou 

altitude.1 The satellites are believed to be powered by 

a nuclear reactor or the Romashka class.' lJhen the 

satellite has outlived its utility part of it is 

separated and moved into a higher circular orbit in which 

orbital decay is of the order oP several hundred yea~s~ 

58.' A eros oace gaily,1 APril 30, 1987. 

59. C)'ePense oa·ity,· ADril 19,1 1987.~ 

60.1 n··erospa·ce Dail'y, March 24, 1986. 

61. Ibid,, August 6,' 30,1 1985. 
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The rest o~ the payload re-enters the atmosPhere and 

is recovered. The part remaining in orbit is believed 

" to be the nuclear pOt.Jer source. The half-life of" the 

nuclear material aboard is believed to be shorter than 

the period oP orbital decay of the orbit into which the 

satellite is launched. The uncontrolled re-entry of" 

Kosmos 954 over Canada in January 19 78 conf" irmed that 

a radioactive power source had been used. A nuclear 

power source has to be used because oF the low altitude,' 

where solar power would make it vulnerable to atmospheric 

drag.' 62 It is believed that the Soviets have now 

introduced a new saf'ety Procedure,1 which ensures complete 

63 burn-up of" the reactor core during re-entry. 

Communications Sat-EHlfte 

Most Soviet communications satellites are in 

highly elliptical Molniya orbits,t with their Perigees 

over the 'southern hemisPhere.t As a result they spend 

almost eight of' their 12 hour orbital pe'riods over the 

northern hemisphere,1 PrOviding excellent coverage of' 

the soviet Union spaced at 45° intervals. The major 

Problem ~a~ith these satellites is the,ir short orbital 

lives with results in a demand f'or frequent rePlacement.j 

12} S'oviet Aerospace,, October 6,' 1986. 

63.' Marcia c .. smith, Soviet S eace 'Programng, CRS,' 
(US congression~1 Researc~ S~rvice (Report on 
the Soviet space Programme). 
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The locaticm of the :)Oviet union at high altitudes 

in the northern hemisPhere makes othPr longer lived 

orbits unsuitable f'or communications. Of late,' the 

Soviet union has begun orbiting COmMunication sate

llites in the geo-synchronous belt at an altitude nf 

36,000 km. Th8 bulk of' 1oviet communications however 

is provided for by Molnyia satellites which are also 

used to transmit space-related data to 3ovif~t tracking 

ships. 

Three series of Molinya satellites -- the 

Ekran, Gorizont and Raduga series -- are in operation. 

Though the soviets claim that they are used exclusi

vely for Peaceful Purposes, such as TV transmission, etc. 

it stands to reason that the Soviet military makes use 

of these satellites f'or both strategic and tactical 

communications.' very little i3 known about the Soviet 

strategic command, control and communication (c 3) 

network,· but it is obvious that r1olni ya sate Ili t e s are 

use~ to transmit commands from com~and posts to 

nuclear missile silos and ballistic missile submarines. 

Ther~ are reports that the soviets use satell

ites for tactical communications. Satellites in 

circular orbits of' 150J km would Provide linkages 

between certain ~rts of the uSSR. Tactical 

Communication Intelligence (COMINT) satellites are 



so 

believed to be used by soviet intelligence agencies. 

In APril 1977 an Iranian, Ali Naghi Rabbani, was 

caught by the Shah's police SAVAK receiving coded 

instructions on a small transmitter via what uas 

believej to be a COMINT satellite. Over 20 such 

satellites may have been orbited by the u3SR. 6 4 

Early warning Satellites 

Soviet Early Warning Satellites have tradition

ally been placed in orbits similar to Molniya commu

nitation satellites~ but there are certain substantial 

dif'ferences in orbital Parameters.' Hence the Kettering 

Group has concluded that these Molniya satellites 

Performed the role of' early warning against nuclear 

attack. Equipped in all PrObability with 31.JIR (short 

save infra-red) detectors these satellites can peer 

into western United states and observe nuclear weaPon 

based.1 The information can then be relayed directly 

to the soviet union over which they would pass a 

little later.: 

Since 1975 the Soviets have begun Placing 

early warning satellites in the geo-synchronous belt.' 

The first such satellite launched on October s,· 1975 

was placed over the Atlantic Ocean from where it would 

64. CIS RePort n. 2 , a. 42. 

• •• 
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. 55 
be able to monitor any signs of a nuclear attack. 

The Soviets like the U•i• use satellites for 

navigation.' Only one Soviet satellite has been 

officially recognisej asa navigation satellite~ viz. 

Kosmos 1000 launched ori !¥larch 31,' 1979.66 The 

Soviets have in orbit a total or 14 navigational 

satellites ap:Jroximately eight of which are believed to 

be military satellites. The soviets are also believed 

to be develooing a global satellit~ positioning 

system known as GLmJ.!\33, which is similar to the 

pr o fJ as e d US c; 1 ob a 1 'Posit i ani n g 3 y s t e m ( S P5 ) • 

The Soviets admit to using satellites for 

weather forecasting, for geodesy and for mapping,· but 

they claim that these activities are purely peacePul. 
' 

But given the dual-use nature of these capabilities it 

is likely that the Soviet military makes use of the data 

recorded. A weather rePort Por'lnstance coulj be used 

merely f'or farming or it could picture croud cover 

.rends l"or use by naval shi,ps.1 Defining the Earth's 

geoid is essential for accurate targeting of ICBMs.t 

The USSR admits it Performs geodesy Prom s:Jace. 

65. 

66. 
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To manage this vast network of sat~llites the 

Soviets rely on tracking facilities scattered all over 

their territory. A major tracking facility is located 

at Crimea. However, lacki~g the worldwide facilities 

that the u3 has the soviets fill in the gaps by using 

tracking ships which are often named after famous 

personalities involved in their s:Jace effort. Their 

current fleet of tracking ships includes Akademick 

5 er<J~~ Korolov and Kosrt~ooayt \(ut;i G agarin.' Mora 

-recently Ko3monaut Klade~tav 'Volk6~ entered service. 

3oviRt Molniya satellites relay information between 

tracking ships and shore-base i receivers.· 

One major :Jrono.sei 5:Jviet SlJ:JCe tracking "'aci-

lity has be(?n in the limeli~ht f'or the pa3t two years 

the Kera~moyarsk radar in the eastern Sovirt Union. 

The Reagan aiministration has over the :Ja3t year 

rePeatedly accused the 5oviets of violating the ABM 

(Anti sallistic ~issile) Treaty in constructing the 

facility. In 3eptember this year Soviet authorities 

permitted a small u.s. Congressional delegation to visit 

the facility.' The group found that although the location 

of the radar was such that it could uarn or a trans-

polar nuclear attack and it was not located at the 

Periphery of 5 oviet territory as required under the ABM 

it never the less made no sense as an AB !'I radar." 

67. ' "'CI). 3ee U:J . ., . H, n. 49. 
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The :fele·~ation ccnclude:f that the s::wi~ts had not 

hardened the racility to withstand attack nor had they 

chosen a Pr,-:-,uency that woul':l suit nuclear battle 

5.9 manage me nt. 

Thouqh we•?. pon systems have never been :fa played 

in space western sources indicate that the 5oviets may 

have tested two kinds of weapon systems --the tractional 

Orbital B.omb3rdrnent '3ystem {FCB:i) ani the Anti Satellite 

(A:liiT) system. 3tatementJ made by 3 oviet leaders ?n'j the 

ofricial rne:fiEJ also aPpear to indicate that such systems 
I 

were tested an.l developed. ~or in3tance, at a Soviet 

military parade in 1965 when Scrag S.'l-10 missiles were 

being viewed, Soviet radio declarej: "Three-stage i~ter-

continentBl rnissi les are Passin-') by ••••• for these 

mis:>ile'> there is no limit to range. The main pro<Jerty 

of this clas3 is their ability to hit enemy obj~ctives 

from any dirPctinn whichmakes them virtually invulnerable 

to anti-mis:->ile ::le<=-ence -::eans. 59 r.t anoth•?r Parade 

in Noverrber the_ same ys3r thP ra:iio saio:J:" ••••• There are 

orbital rockPts. \Jarheais o::' orbital rockets a;:-e able 

to inflict audden blows upon an aggressor fro~ the first 

c r any orbit a r ou n:j the Earth" • 70 

6 8 • N. e w s W. q 2:_k , 3 e Jt e mb e r 21 , 1 9 .J 7 p. 2 } • 

69. f·1:Jscow Radio, r.12y 9, 1965, citej in f'1E>rcia c;. 
Smith n. 63 p.50. 

70. MOscow Radio, Noverrb~::- 7, 1965 cited in Mar.cia c. 
5 mit h

1 
n, 2 1 1 p • 5 2 • 

. . . . 
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In 1966 debris wa3 detected on two occasions 

from two unannouncei flights by the Soviet Union sugges-

ting that explosions could have occurred. The tests did 

not violate th2 outer s)ace treaty because the satellite 

did not comolete one orbit ani iirl not carry a nuclear 

war head •1 The launch vehicle use j h8 s been designated 

the ~-1-r where r denotes a retroPiring stage which would 

bring the satellite back to earth. 

The '3oviets stoppe:i testing F"OBS in 1971,~ PrObably 

because they re2lised \hat it w2s counter-Productive.· 

The satellite carrying the warhead would travel on a 

P;oecise ~ath making it an inviting target of. an enemy 

ASAT. It can attack its target only when it is directly 

overhead.; The soviets may have concluded therePore that 

ICBMs would fulfil the task much bett~r and abandoned 

development of F' 083. 

The Soviet Union has an anti-satellite weaPOn 

which American i_ntelligence officials claim is fully 

oPerational. As early as 1962,! 5oviet Premier Nikita 

Khruschev clai.me::! that· the Soviets had a weaPon that 

could tthit a fly in space.1t 71 Khruschev was Probably 

exagg~rating/ But in 19681' it beca ma evident that the 
.. · 

SOviets did have a "hunter-killer" satellite Programme.' 

More recently in June 1995 Col. Gen. Nikolay Chervov,1 

71.' Cited in t:hristooher. lee n.11, p. 115. 

•· .. 
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member of" the Soviet general staff conPirmed the existence 

of the soviet ASAT weapon. He said however 'that the 

system consists of lanj-based weapons and not hunter

killer satellites as is generally believed. Several 

tests of the system have been carried out,· according to 

Chervov 1' and they were 'tright on target.tt 72 

Chervov•s disclaimer notwithstanding, the 

soviet interceptor appears indeed to be a hunter-killer 

satellite launch~d on an SS-9 booster. Most lau~chings 

take olace Prom T yuratam,' the targets being launched 

from the Plesetsk site. APProximately 20 tests have 

been _carried out since 196B; less than half" have been 

successful. ·The· test involves the intercaotor manoeu-

vring close to the target and then manoeuvring away onto 

to explode a while later.1 
• 

Earlier the interceptor satellite reouired ttJo 

·orbits to manoeuvre close to its target.~. This made it 

vulnerable to attack. However,' in later experiments 

conducted in the early; eighties the soviets apP$ar to have 

Perf"ected the te-chnique of' f'irst-orb~it intercept. 

Another drawback- of'· the system _is that- it is .. 'launched 

only f"'rom the T yuratam site. and it can interc·e Pt the 

target only when it is 1irectly overhead.1 It would be 

72. Qefense & f"oreigo Af"f"airs Daily, June 11, 1985 • 

• • • • 
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able to attack only lot., orbiting us early w·arning and 

reconnaissance satellites. Geosynchronou·s satellites 

would be beyond its range.; 

There have been rePorts in intelligence circles 

in the !Jest that the 3 oviets are de~eloping an ASAT 

weapon system similar to the u3 F"-15 borne .~SAT 7~ 

based. on a MiG f'ighter airframe.' 74 Reports· of' laser 

and particle beam ASAT have also made their rounds.! 

Such reports however lack corroborative evidence.' 

. ASAT uea pons have been developed by both the 

super powers.f tJhat than would be the impact of' an ASAT 

competition between them? The soviets have a much 

higher" launch rate and a much larger nurrtu~r or satellites 

in orbit; American satellites are multipUrpose satellites 

and much longer lived.\ An unrestrained hypothetical 

ASAT war between the two would leave the us at a dis

advantage} ·Their rJ:>bust and reliable launch va_hicle 

technology would enable the Soviets to recover much 

faster from an ASAT exchange.' 

The successf'ul launch of' the Energiya HLU on 

May 15 this year brought the Soviets into the heavy-lif't 

73. F'or detai 19 3£ e R a vi Shastri, "3 pace Technology 
and Military Strategy: A study of' the u3 S_pace 
Ef'rortn, 'ltrateqic Analys~s, 1 October 1987•' 
pp. 852-867 •· 

74. Lee, n. 29 p. 111e' 
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league. Energiya would give the sovi8ts the ca:Jability 

to launch 220,000 lb payloa::ls. It would assist in their 

s~ace shuttle, wbicb was launched recently. 

Energiya gives the Soviets five times their earlier 

launch capability and four times the launch caP<Jbility 

f th U •t ~ ~t ~ 75 o e n1 e~ ~ a~es. 

The 3oviet heavy-lift project was revived 

. ;76 , 
seven years ago, a• ter three Previous attemots at 

launching an HL\1 in 1969,; 1971 an::! 1972 Proved un-

successful. After a series of tests including stratic 

firing the fnergiya finaliy lifted or~ on May 15 this 

year. In keepin] uith the new policy of glasnost the 

launch was announced in advance and the vehicle was 

even displayed on its launch pad on television. The 

vehicle had four la~ge engines at its base and four 

large straP-on boosters. A cargo pod uas mounted piggy

back on the main vehicle.: On manned missions this 

cargo pod may be replaced by the_ space shuttle uhich 

the soviets are rePorted to be tasting.177 The core or 

the vehicle is powered by liquid oxygen/hydrogen f'uel.' 

The straP-on boosters however use liquid oxygen/ 

kerosene-derivative power plants." 

75. rlef"eii~e oafii,' "'lay 20,' 1987. 

76. Avimtion 14Ele.k c\ Space Technology.· June 16,'' 1980 
P. 26. · 

77. Ibid., !)ecerrtler 3,' 1980. 

• <> • 
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After IiPt-ofP the vehicle reached speeds of 

!Yl:Jch 4-6 using its core engines and straP-on boosters.' 

The strap-on then seParated and the core vehicle and 

its cargo po1 continued their ascent. At this stage 

a complex manoeuvr~ took olace. The main engine shut 

off and the payload seParated out. The payload aPParent

ly was supposed to be carried Purthet into orbit uith 

its own rocket engines. gut these failed to ignite and. 

the payload feJ.l to. a fiery end in the Pacific Ocean. 
") 

The Energi~a success is a major milestone in 

the Soviet dev~Iopment oP its reusable sPace shuttle. 

RePorts of testing of the shuttle have emerged off and 

on over the past three years. One such test is renorted 

h k 1 """" ' 8 78 to ave ta en p ace on Qecenuer 19,· 19 4. The 

shuttle apcarently ~.rbited the Earth once; glided back 

into the atmosphere and splashed down in the glack 3ea 
79 .. from uhere it was recovered. · In October 1988 a Pull 

shuttle was successful :y Plight tested.' 

Roald sagdayev~ head of 5oviAt space research 

had confirmed that the Soviets had been testing a 

reusable space vehicle. 80 He added that Kosmos 1614 

73. lntetnati anal H§ta ld I tibuoe, Oecerrber 21, 19 84. 

79. !)efense C>aill, Geceflber 21,· 1984. 

80. I nt§tnati anal Herald I t!lbune.1 Oece rrber 29-30,· 19 84 .' 

••• 
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which Tass ijentified only as an artificial earth 

satelli~e was in fact a test of the model. The main 

oroblem at that time was the lack of a heavy-lift 

vehicle to get the 3huttle aloft. With the Energiya 

success that· problem seems to have been overcome. There 

are also rePorts of the runway at saikanour Cosmodrome 

being extende1. 81 co:riseqlfentiy, tne launcltt<l$ tti,&.. Soviet shuttJ 

in1 :No-v·elfrbe:t 1988 came as no surprise. 
ti 

Ttfe shuttle would orovidES the Soviets with cheap 
. 

an1 easy access to near-space. Since almost all space 

activity is military in nature a S,ovie-t shuttle <J"Jld 

inc;.,&~e the rate of militarisation· of nut8r q;Jace. · 

Given the major role that the military played in the 

82 development of Energiya . HLV,~ it is unlikely that 

it would relin~uish control over any soace shuttle 

that may result f"rom it. 

SPace Stations 

l)evelopment of a shuttle vehicle would help 

accelerate the already robust Soviet s:Jace station 

Programme. In the F' ield of human endurance in s oace the 

1Jest has not been able to match the soviet programme. 

The Salyut series of soacecraPt c~lminating in the 

~1. Soviet Aerospace, October, 6, 1996. 

92. Aviation Week & 3 ,Jace TechnoloQ'!(t May 25, 1'i}87 
PP 25. 
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3alyut 7 sPace station was a crerlible achievement. 

In rebruary last year the soviets launched the nucleus 

oP' their Mir space station whic;h oroved to be a major 

imorovement over its earlier Salyut stations. 83 Mi» 

has six docking ports ~here-space-craft can link uP. 

Two woulj take Soyuz ferries, carryin~ supplies and 

peoole to and fro between Mir ani the Earth. The other 

four will take modules as the soace station is expanded.: 

Each module woul:i have a soeciPic f'unction,1 including 

astro-Physical research,' biology,'' medical sciences,1 

materials research;' etc.' Research conducterj on "'lir 

could be exPected to have substantial soinoP'fs for 

defence.' 

The Soviets are using the Mir station to Further 

their goals of inhancing national Prestige and increasing 

their inf"luence in the comity of' nations.' several 

international ventures have beEn planned for Mir 

including joint experiments with Syrian, Bu.!.•;JBria~ and 

even F"rench astronauts.' 

In the wake oF' the American sPace disasters and 

the temporary grounding of uS launch vehicles the Soviets 

are doing all they can to Penetrate the market vac&t~d 

83. New 3cientist,' F'ebauary 27, 1986 p. 42 

••• 0 
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by the Unite-:! States. They are aggressively marketing 

thPir PrOton booster, 84 to launch Third uorli 

satellftes. The Soviets have made overtu~es to 

35 Indonesia ani Thailand to launch their satellites 

with Pull res:.Ject F'or the secrecy involved. sut so Par,' 

India is the only country to have signed a commercial 

launch contract with the Soviet Union. 86 

Conclusion 

The 3 oviet space programme then ap;Jears,: in 

contrast to Am~rica~s floundering programme,' to be 

in remarkably good shape. A !though minor variations 

i n e mPh a sis ma y e x i s t the r e a p pea r s t o be 1 it t 1 e 

dH'ference between the :nilitary space programme of the 

two nations - except that the 3 oviets have not of late 

embarked on an aggressive orogramr.e of' space weaponis-

ation. Early wea:Jon systems such as rOBS have in all 

Probability been discarded as counter-productive. 

The Soviets have not, at least not yet errt.Jarked on a 

space-based strategic defence program:e basei on exotic 

34. )a~ense ~aily, ~arch 1, 1985. 

85. Ibid., Novernbcr 26, 1936. 

36. Ibid., Nove'T\bcor 13, 1996. 
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weapon sys:: ems such as lasers,. particle beams and space

basa::J kinetic energy weapons. 3 pace weapons though 

not a viable option today may become increasingly 

legitimate in the eyes of the superpowers as technolog

ical hurdles are overcome. One can only hope that the 

Soviet Union aMd the United States woul::J join together 

to orevent wea~onisation or that final frontier in the 

years ~head. IP the two nations r8alised the Putility 

of nuclear w~apons in Europe an~ agreej to eliminate 

their intermediate nuclear forces,' they should realise 

th8 much greater danger ani exPense involved in the 

weaponisation of outer space. 
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C H A P T E R - II 

SDI TECHNOLOGY: THE TRANSITION FROM PASSIVE TO, JO.TIYE· .. 

MILITARY SPACE SYSTEMS 

President Reagan of tne Uai ted States on 

!Yaron 2 3, 1983 made his tamo11s Star 'liars speech io 

which ht: urged tne developmeo t or a system tn at 

"could iotercept and destl'oy strategic ballistic 

missiles berore they reached our own soil and that 

or our allies."1 Tne u.s. President thea aimed to 

spend ~6 billion to develop such a shield. The 

President's speeon was evidently provoking, inviting 

iaevi table criticism from tne Soviet Union. Yuri 

Andropov label!~ it "irresponsible " ana "insane". 

u.s. aLlies wnile rerrainiog !rom p11blic criticism 

initial~ expressed tneir reservations ov~r tbe 

programme. Later t~ey all re11 in line however, not 

because they were convinced of tne success or the 

et·.rort but because o.t tne poteotial !inaocial, technol

ogical and other spin-ofrs which could result trom 

sucn participation in tne Strategic Derence Initiative 

( SDI)~ 

1. Traoscript or Presiaeot Reagan's speech Maron 23, 1983 
exerpts reproduced io o.t·r·ice o.t· Tecnno1ogy Assessment 
(OTAJ report to tne u.s.Joogress entlt!ed Ballistic 
Mia sil e De.t·ense Teonnologies: A Sumwary • p.2. 

2. See 1".iao:fred, R.Hamim ana w rlruce Weioeroct, "Tne Trans-
At! ~tic Policies o.t Strategic Det"enoe" Qr Winter 
1986, Vol 29, No.4, p. 723. 
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SDI nas rigntly r~ceived world-wide criticism. 

Apart frow the ~act that research into Star ~ars weapon 

systems nas not even approacnea tne operational stage, 

implementation o.t tne progra.llWle woula result in the 

a.ismantling o!· tnree decades or arms control treaties 

iuc.Luding tne Part.ial Test Ban Treaty - PTBT (prohibi

ting nuclear tests in outer space), the outer space 

trea~ (banning nuc.Lear weapons !rom orbit and the 

Anti-Ballistic Missiles -- ABM -- tr~aty). It is not 

surprising then that President Reagan's Star Wars speech 

was received appreh,nsively arouna the globe. 

In tne .Late 1960s ana early 1970s wb~ the 

u.s. and the U.s.s.R. begaa to discuss the problem o! 

s'b:ategio weapons they both recognised the exJ.stonvc 

of a strategic parity and of a mutual overkill oapaoi ty. 

It was also recognised that neither side oould win a 

nuclear war by striking first. Such a strategic situa

tion has been given various names such as MAD(Mutual 

Assured Destruction) or the nBalance of Tarroru. 

ThitS international strategic· system has succeeded in 

maintaining peace in Europe -- the theatre tor contli ct 

in two world Wars. That it led to increasing tension in 

other parts of the globe is a subject beyond the scope 

of this chapter. 

• ••• 
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What remains infallible, however, is the fact 

that the so called ''uuclear stalemate" may have prevented 
a 

th~ oreakout of/ third world war. Tn~;;~ SDI programme oan 

be viewed as an attempt to break this nuclear stalemate 

and therefore bears a.aogerous portents for the staoili ty 

of the international political system. 

Dur.Lng the AB.M and SALT-I treaty negotiations, 

the futility of a large scale ABM system was realised. 

This was consequently incorporated into the ABM treaty, 

whereby either sicte woLtlu b.:: a.Ll.owea. to d.e.t'ead either a 

baiiistic ~issi.L~;;~ site or a population center. The u.s. 
ohos e the former aod the U.S. ll. R. the litter. Later the 

u.s. dismantled its A.BM system realizing its uselessness. 

The resurgence or' tat:~ iiLlport ance of ballistic 

missile de.r·~;;~l~oes iu tue eignties is a clas.-310 example 

oL , t n e e.t" Leota or t eonno.Logy ocJ the ar.ws race. Tecuuolo

gio aJ. a. evelopwen ts hao. made uous icteratioo of a large 

scaie ABJ•l syst~::w, which was uncert:::IUOuiously discaraed. 

iu tne early seventies, possible. 3 

There is a fundamental dif.rerence between early 

ABN systems and tne SDI, • '1'/hil e older ABM systems 

invo.Lv ea de.r·ence agaios t ballistic missiles at tn e terminal 

phase only, SDI aims to destroy ICBlfJB (In tercon tin ental 

BaL lis tic I':is si les ) and SLBlv1s (Submarine Latlncnt~d 

Ballistic I'riisstLes) all al~ng their trajectory. 

3. For an excellent stud.Y ot· tne impa-ct of technology 
development on Arms Go:Jtrol See Joseph Kruzel •• 
"From Ruc;b. 3ago t to START; tne Lessons or Arms con t<.~l" 
Orbio, Spring 1986, vol. 30 No.1 pp. 80-95. 
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Ballistic liiJi.s si 1 e Traj eo tory 

The e1em~cts of a ballistic missile trajectory 

are sumwariseQ in the diagram. Probable exotic weapons 

to be used to destroy tne missile in different phases 

o!' its traJectory are summarised ic Table I. 

It ~s evid.eut that destruction or· missiles at tne 

bo~st phase would prove to be most proritable for tne 

defender. This. neoessi tates the deployment of space 

basect ~;le.tue::uts. At tne boost phase tne ABN system is 

oout"ronted wi to a minimum 

Table - I 

Phase Weapons used 

1 • Boost Phase Exoruiser Lasers 
(within atmospnere) 

2. Post-Boost an a Mid-Course X-ray lasers, free 
Phase. electron lasers. 

3. Terminal Phase KE\is. 

number or targets s~nce tne wart1eac1s and ~coys are 

not yet released.. Secona. tn e boost pnase is ttte most 

easily detectable due to the ::e intense neat and light 

produced by tne launch. Tne missile itself is more 

•••• 
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vulnerable sirJCe its fuel tank walls are more d.iff'icu.lt 

to protect than the warheads proper. 

Furtner the boost phase perio-:1 i'or IJ3lvis is 200-

300 seconds. For IRdlVls (Interrueaiate RarJge Ballistic 

lVlis :3iles) it is 1 es s and may be even less in .ru ture. 

Tne ABM system t·or a boost phase kill, must reach its 

st3Te OL re.aainess in tn is snortime period. 

The short-time operation of thrusters during 

t ne separation ot' indeperitently-targeted. warheads from 

the "bus" at the post-boost phase enables the ',targeting 

system to identify the warheads themselves. This mia-· 

course pnase of tne ICBlvJ targeting is. tbe longest 

(20-2 5 min.) and therefore allows for activation ot' 

tne space-based ABM system. Tne trajectory can be 

accurately predicted. At this phase however the defensive 

system races the largest number of targets - warheads 

and decoys. The dilemma before the system is whether 
•.\. ... 

to destroy all targets or r·irst discriminate between 

true and false targets. 

During the terminal phase when the warhead 

reenters the atmosphere, the terminal ABM system can offer 

only point defence. During this phase the number of 

.... 
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targets deoreases beoause the lighter decoys lag behind 

warheads in the atmosphere. The time period for this 

terminal phase is less than one minute. 

The various exotic weapons that have been proposed 

t'or various "layers" or ballistio missile defenoe (BMD) 

are given in Table-r. Some of these inolude lasers and 

partiole beams (direoted energy weapons - DEWs), Kinetic 

Energy Weapons ( KEV'#s) including electro magnetic railguos. 

While tnese Wdapon sys t~ms may seem very .complicated the 

basic principles involved are actually quite simple. 4 

Directed Energy w~apons -- Lasers aod Particle Beams 

The idea tnat heat or light energy in a concen

trated .t'orm could be used to in.t'lict damage is not 

altogether new. The ancient Greeks recognized the 

potential of directed energy wnen they armed. the king 

of their go~s ~eus with thunderbolts, nature's form 

of b~am weapon. Tne idea of focussing tne sun's energy 
• 

into a concentrated beam with the aid or mirrors also 

occurred to the Greeks. In one legend the de~enders 

of tne city of Syracuse used mirrors to focus sunlight on 

4 Jeff Hecht Beam Weapons : The Next Arms Race, 
(Plenum Press, New York, 1984), pp.20-54 •. 

• • • 
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tne sails o.t· Romaq ships, heat i.og the fabric to a poiot 

where it caught fire. 

Directed eoergy tectmology io its preseot form 

is how.ever, a comparatively recent pheoomeoon. 

Researchers during ·N'orld War II recognized its potential 

when accelerator technology was refined .ror use in 

"atom-smashers". Tne idea ot stimulated emission and 

laser tecnoology date bacK even earlier. It was none 

other than Einstine who nad preaictea that a molecule 

.could be stimulated to emit lignt of a particular 

wavelength, when light o.r that wavelength reached it. 

Berore the poteotial military applications of 

laser and particle beam weapons are analysed the basic 

underlying technology and scientific principles have 

to be understood. Only thee will the problems and 

possibilities facing aeployment or such w~apons as a 

sniela against nuclear missiles become apparent. 

Military planners have always been in search or an 

ideal weapon -- guns, rockets and missiles, thougn more 

aavancect than bows,, arrows and spears of Yeater years 

do not exactlY coostitute tod~s's derinition or ideal 
• 

Development or· particle beam and laser\ weapons would in 

re1a tive terms be a quantum leap towards developing an 

ideal weapons system.· 

' , , , 
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Mere genera tl.oo or· lasers and particle beams 

do not constitute a weapons system.· Tney have to be 

"weapooised" i.e. adapted. to ba~tlefield conditions, 

whetner in space or on earth. While lasers and 

particle beams have themselves been generated, their 

weaponisation is the problem racing researchers tod~. 

High Energy Laser Technology (Simplified View) 

The word LASER is an acronym for Light Amplit·i

ca tioo by Stimulated Emission or Racti at ion. SDIO 

' (Strategic Defense Initiative Organization) 3pent 

$350 million on laser weapons research in 86-87. 5 

Laser physics is based. on tn e quantum _view or 

atoms and molecules. 

Basic Str1.1cture o.t" the Atom 

It is a well-known tact that·atoms consist or 

electrons, protons and neutrons.Protons ana neutrons are 

concentrated iu tne nucleus while electrons are arranged 

arourxi tne nucleus in shells. Mutual at I!' act ion between 

the positiv~ly charged nucleus and the negatively 

charged. electrons tend to draw the electrons into the 

nucleus while centrirugal rorces associated. with 

r wolviu g electrous ten a. to push thew outwards. A 

,. AViation Week & Space Technology, March 9, 1987,p.37. 
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balance is maintainen between tnese two opposing teoaeocies 

ana electrons tend to remain iu fixed •orbits' or 

"energy levels", aependent upon tn~ charge/mass ratio o!· 

tne nucleus of the atom and tne nistaace o.!" the 

electrons rrom tn1s nucleus. 6 

Jonsequeatly, electrons closer to tne nucleus are 

held more strongly aua nave lower _energy. \fnile those 

fartner awa:y have higner energy. W'nen energy is suppliea 

to the atom (whetner in tne form or neat or light), 

electrons JUmp to higner energy levels. Under ·such 

conditions tne atom or molecule is said to be in an 

• exci-ted state. 1 

When the electron t'alls bacK to tne lower energy 

1 evel it em11s this extra pacl:cet ot· energy in the form 

or radiation, wnose wave length is inversely proportional 

to the energy of tne transition. The packet of light 

energy emitted is known as a photon. Tne radiation thus 

emitted is known as spontaneously emitted incoherrent 

ratiation. 8 

Virtually all tne light we see normally, suoh 

as from bUlbs ana rrom the suo is spontaneouslY emitted 

6. 

7. 
8. 

Hecht, n 4{ .pp.l6-17. 
;tbid., pp.80-85. 

Ibid., p.82. 



packets or light (Photons). ~iaateiu however auggeste~ 

tnat it might also be possible to stimulate tne emission 

ot lignt :rrom atom/molecule iu a higher energy level it' 

it comes into contract with a photon. The axite~ atom 

would then fall back to the lower energy level art~r 

emitting an identical paoket or· light energy resulting 

in what is known as amplification. 

In normal circumstances, laws o!· pnyacs states 

tnat tnere are more atoms in lower energy 1eve1s.9 Tne 

probability or transition r·row a particular energy level 

is proportiotlal to tne population o!· (nuclear o.r atows 

."" in) tnat energy 1eve1, i.e. upw~~tt transitions woul~ 

preaominate. Io otner wor~s, tne en a1ce or an exterua.L.ly 

in~uceo. pnoton ven-ciug 1 ts energy on an atom in tn~ low~r 

energy level is more probable resultiug iu tne spontaneous 

c.missi.on of lignt. However, i.r by some means, tne 

number or exited atoms coula be maue to preaominate the 

incomiug photons (lignt energy packets) would in all 

prooaoility interact wi1n ex1tea atoms stiwulatiog 

emission of more photons. Such an abnormal situation in 

scienti.tic Jargon is known as a population inversion. 

Only under such conditions woula amplirication via 

s"timUlatioo taKe place. 

9. Ibid., p.82. 
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Population inversions can be created by supplying 

energy to the lasing medium via electric currents, intense 

light, chemical reaction, X-rays, etc. 

In practice however, a mere propulation inversion 

is not enough to stimulate emission of light. A number 

of practical problems must be overcome. 

Light travels in a straight line. Thus a photon 

travelling through an exited medium would stimulate 

emission of light equally in all directions. Without 

any pref'eiTed orientation. J'or a laser to be a viable 

weapon however light emission must be concentrated into 

a small area. 

The further a photon travels through a medium, 

the higher the degree of' amplification or nlaser gain". 

However, since the photon travels at the speed of' light 

(3 x 1010 om/sec.) it would pass out of the medium very 

quickly. 

These problems have been overcome by placing two 

mirrors on either side of the medium. These mirrors 

reflect light back and forth through the medium resulting 

in highly amplified laser gain. Some of this 

amplified ligpt is allowed to leak out of one of the 

mirrors forming the highly coherrent laser beam. The 

rest continues to bounce back and forth stimulating more 

emission. 

• •• 
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The laser beam's power is essentially derived 

from its concentration. While a 1 KW room-heater will 

supply heat only if you are a few feet away trom it, a 

1 KVl laser beam can be a powerful industrial cutting 

tool. 

A laser beam will tend to spread out as the 

distance from i~s source increases. This is known as 

diffract ion. Concentration of the beam using focusing 

mirrors is essential if the laser is to be weaponised. 

Further 1 asers generate vast amounts of waste heat which 

must be effective Jy dissipated under battle field condi

tions. The pr.oblem of heat dissipation is more apparent 

in solid, e. g. ruby 1 asers than in 1 a:sers where the 

medium is a gas. At high power levels the problem of 

heat dissipation limits the operation of the ruby laser 

to a few pulses per second. The now dissembled Sh~va 

laser at the Lawz:ence Livermore Labor a tory in the U.s. 

produced pulses that had a peak power of some 20 trillion 

wal ts but 1 oo ted only about .2 billionth of a second • 
.. 

Such lasers are fine for fusion research but have no 

weapoos applications whatsoever. 

• •• 
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Types of High Power Lasers and Their Weapon Applications 

The basic technologv involved in producing a laser 

beam whether low or high power is basicaily the same, i.e 

Stimulated emission and gain in a non-equilibrium situa

tion where the population of the energy levels has been 

"inverted 11 • The methais used to bring about this inver

sion and the nature of the exited material however differ. 

Accordingly lasers are categoris-ed as carbon dioxide or 

mono¥ide gas lasers, chemical lasers, oxygen iodine lasers, 

free electron 1 ceers, excimer 1 asers, X-rey 1 asers, etc. 

X-ray 1 ~er s are receiving maximum attention today are 

the most controversial and will therefore be discussed 

in detail. However, a passing reference will also 

be made to th::: working of and problems with the other 

men tinned laser systems. 

The Carbon-Dioxide CC2 Laser was first demonstrated in 

1964 by C.Kumar Patel. Patel produced a laser beam by 

passing an electric current through pure carbon dioxide. 

The electrons in the disch a-ge passed their energy into 

CC2 molecules producing a population inversion. 

CC2 lasers produce infrared radiation at wave

lengths twen~ fimes longer than visible light. Patel's 

laser systems due to over heating could not go beyond 

•••• 
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a power of 8,800 Watts, too low a power for applic~tions 

in weaponary. Thus "!1.2.! systems" were developed where 

the gas was made to flow between electrodes to prevent 

overheating. 

A major problem with gas lasers is a source of 

electrical power. The need to carry a power supply often 

much larger ar:Xl more cumbersome than the mer system 

itself has been a major factor inhibiting battlefield 

ap plica tiona of these gas dynamic 1 a.ser s. 

Chemi oal Lasers 

The Pentagon on September 6, 1985 conducted a 

successful test of a MIRACL (Mid Infra Red Chemical Laser) 

against a fixed Titall II ICBM booster which resulted in 

the missile component being blown apart. 
10 

Chemical lasers as their name indicates derive 

their energy from a chemical reaction. Hydrogen · and 

Fluorine are used to trigger a chemical reactio o. These 

gases are allowed to exp ~d thrnugh narrow nozzles. ' 

Producing vibrationally exited nydrogen fluoride (HF). 

These exited molecules are passed in between a pair of 

. . 10. Interavia Air Letter' Sept. 16, 1987 

... 
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1 aser mirrors which extract their energy and s'limu:Ja:e 

the emission of a laser beam of wavelength 2. 7 - 3.0 km 

(mcm).
11 

However, radiati()n of this wavelength is 

strongly absorbed by water vapour in the atmosphere and 

therefore the atmosphere is opaque to it. To allow 1 aser 

radiation to reach the earth's surface the DF (Deutarium 

Fluoride) laser may be used emitting in the range of 

3.6·- 4mcm to which the atmosphere is practically 

transparent. Thus while hydrogen fluoride lasers are 

fine for use in space, d_euterium fluoride 1 a3ers would 

be more suitable within the atmosphere. Space Based 

Laser ( SBL) programme director at "the SDIO Ltd. Col. 

Douglas Kline characterises both as potential candidates 
12 

for space-based chemical lasers. 

The specific energy release of a chemical 1 aser 

(i.e. the energy generated per unit mass of gas mixture) 
• 

is a characteristic important for its weapons application. 

Soviet experts have estimated the maximum possible 

value of this energy release as in the Table giveo 

below: 

10. 

0 

Report of the Committee of Soviet scientists for 
Peace ag ai CB t the Nuclear threat entitled 
Space Strike Arms and In tern ational Security 
Moscow October 1985 pp 83-85. 

12 Defeose Daily, December 6, 1985 

• • • 
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Soviet estimates of energy release of 

Chemica 1 Lasers 

Energy 

380 J/g 

530 J/g 

Wavelength 

3.6-4 mom 

2.8 mom 

Type 

DF 

HF 

Source: Committee of Soviet scientists for Peace 
Against the Nuclear Threat. Slace Striki 
Arms and International Securi y. M0scow985 

This power level is however several orders of magnitude 

lower than re.1uired for weapons appliccrtions. 

This problem could be overcome by using serial 

systems in conjunction with o.ne another. Synchronised 

operation would however require extremely accurate 

pointing and tracking systems. 

The continuous ohemica 1 laser used the rapid 

pumping of a gas mixutre through the reasonator. In 

powerful chemical lasers the working mixture is pumped 

through with supersonic velocity.. Such a system introduces 

strong pertubations ao d vibrations which are inadmissible 

in space based systems requiring accurate targeting. 

At a distance of 1000 km. a chemical 1 aser \'IOuld produce 

a spot of 0.3 nucleus in diameter. Exposures of 4 

seconds would be required to achieve an effective kill • 

• • • 
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Exc imer Lasers 

According to Lt.Col. Kline Excimer lasers are the 

leaiing ground based laser C3Ildidates for snr. An Excimer 

molecule is one where the atoms consistuting the molecule 

are bound together only in the higher energy state. When 
comes 

the molecule L down to the ground state (lower energy 

stall) 1 t falls apar~ implying thereby that a popul at ion 

inversion exists as long as there are excimer molecules 

to be found in the medium. 

Trpical exaimer molecules are those formed between 

the "rare" or "inert" gases such as Xenon and Krypton and 

halogens. Exoimer molecules are formed when a mixture of 

gases is subject to an electrical discharge or 

with a laser beam. A pair of mirrors stimu~es emission 

of a concentrated and amplified beam of ultraviolet light 

at a comparatively short wavelength of .25 to .35mcm. 

The efficiency of the system defined as the percentage 

of absorbed energy em~ging in the laser beam is up to 

10 percent. The most important lasers for use in weaponary 

are the Krypton fluoride and Kenon fluoride lasers. 

Initially the Pentagon's interest in excimer 

1 a3ers was for use in outer space. However, these lasers 

would requir-e hundreds of giga wal ts of power for each 

••••• 
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battle station. Therefore, the idea of space based 

excimer lasers was given up. 

Of late the possibility of basing the laser 

system on the ground probably on a high mountain with a 

stable atmosphere and bouncing the beam off space-based 

orbiting reflect~rs has generated interest. Successful 

sub-scale ex per ime n ts in the u.s. have demo nst rated 

their potential. Due to the short wavelengths of excimes 

lasers space based mirrors would not require a very large 

diameter. 

On June 21, 1985 u.s. Air Force technicians 

cont.tucted a successful test of an argon low power 

laser. The test was conducted on a mountain on the 

island of Maui, 10,023 feet above sea level, as the 

space shuttle flew overhead. 14 The target of the laser 

was a mirror which bounced the beam back to Mavi. In 

order to compensate for atmospheric distora ticn a 

technique known as "adapt a tive opt ices'' is being 

developed. A pilot laser beam sent from the space 

mirror would be detected at the ground based laser. It· 

would reveal dis tor a tiona caused by the atmosphere. As 

a result corrections could be applied by the ground-based 

1 a:Jer. 

14 International Herald Tribune ... June 22-2 3, 1985 



X-ray Laser 

several. other short wavelength laser systems 

have been considered for use as weapons, but of late 

"Project Exoalibur" or the X-ray la~;~er programme at 

Lawrenoe Livermore Laboratory in the u.s. has been 

gathering momentum. The programme has generated as 

much controversy as it has made progress. Edward Teller, 

Senior Researoh Fellow, at Livermore considers it the 

most promiaiog ABM techoology propcs ed so far. u.s. 
Departmeo t of Energy has allocated $100 million for 

research into X-rey lasers of a total of $350 million 

for laser research. 15 In addition Edward Teller r~portedly 

oonvinoed President Reagan of the X-ray lasers' potential, 

resulting in a reprogramming of $100 million in funds 

from other SDI programmes to the X-ray laser programme. 

On Deo.ember 28, 1985 the u.s. Department of 

Energy (DOE) detonated a hydrogen bomb 1,800 tt below the 

ground at the Nevada test site, to evaluate the concept of 

a l!uolear powered X-ray 1 aser whioh oould be used to 

destroy Sov·iet missiles in flight. The test oodenamed 

"Goldstone" had an explosive force of 20-150 kilotons and 

measured 5.3 to 5.6 on the Richter Soale. Though DOE 

15. Defense Daily, October 1, 1985 
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officials were characteristicall.v tight-lipped about 
16 the test, it was apparently a success. 

Technologic ally X-ray lasers differ somewhat from 

the systems described so !~represent~ futuristic 

technology and are therefore worthy of special mention. 

X-Ray Laser Technology 

X-rays have very short wave lengths -- generally 

1-100i. (1~10-a om}. Electronic transitions that emit 

X-rays are therefore extremely eoergetic involv i tlS 

an energy level close to the nucleus where electrons 

are firmly held and ooe much farth ero away. Exi ta tion 

of X-ray lasers therefore requires a large amount of 

eoergy. In addition the exited state lifetime is very 

short, i.e. the medium would be exited for a very short 

time. The probability of stimul.ated emission declines 

as wave length decreases, further compounding the problem. 

The intense pumping energy required a to excite 

X-rcw lasers,would result in the vapourisation of the 

X-ray 1 aser material. However, X-ray photoes (packets 

of energy) would speed through tne medium oaus1og 

amplification and gain a1 oog the way and 1 e~ve the 

medium long before the pumping energy is transferred 

directly to the atoms causing vapourisation. Consequently 

ao X-ray 1 ager would invertibly self-destruct and can 

16 Defense DailY, Janua~y 2,1986 
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therefore be used only once. Mirror optics would not 

work because the X-rcw 1 a3er energy would vapourise the 

mirrors if the nuclear pumping energy had not done so 

already. X-rays are stronglY absorbed by the atmosphere 

and ther.?f'ore any future battle station would have to 

be based in space treating problems with pumping X-ray 

1 a9er s. 

Mirrors cannot be used for amplification as they 

are in other lasers. The energy of the X-ray pulse would 

vapourise them if the laser pumping energy had not done 

so already. 

Therefore instead of a resonator,X-ray lasers 

wo'ul d rely on ''amplified spontaneous emission", • Spontaoe

o usly emit ted photons would stimulate the emission of 

other photons as they passed through the exited 1 ooer 

material. With no mirror at 1he (!')d of the material 

the amplified beam would emerge in the direct .ion of the 

laser rod. 

Achieving electronic transitions of the extremely 

high energies required for X-ray emissions proved 'k> be 

no easy task. In 1981 however it was reported that re

searchers at Lawrence Livermore Laboratory in the u.s . 
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had used X-rays from a small nuclear explosion to pump 

an x ... ray 1 cser. The more recent test at Nevada whose 

out co me is o la<3 sif ied proves that the technology has now 

been refined. 

The basic concept of an X-ray 1 a9er battle station 

involves a ring of about 50 laser rods surrounding of a 

low yield nuclear warhead. Each rod would be pointed at a 

target, therefore, requiring its own pointing and 

tracking system, a formidable requirement. The bomb 

would be detonated and the X-rays generated would pump 

the laser rods, resulting in a population inversion at 

extremely high energy levels. Stimulation would take 

place spontaneously as X-ray photons travelled through 

the exited laser medium. The amplified highly direct

ional laser beam would emerge from the end of the rod, 

its width being dependent on the dimensions of the rod. 

The narrower the rod the m~re directional the beam would 

be. X-rays from the nucle r explosion would diffuse in 

space but the energy in the X-ray laser beam would remain 

tightly focus ad, far from the battle-station where it 

could disable its target. 

X-ray lasers have posed a vast arr~y' of problems 

to researchers. One of the most potent remains the 1 arge 

number of pointing and tracking sy-stems required for 

•••• 
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individual laser rods in a battle-station composed of, 

say 50 independent rods. The hardware required is 

not easy to come by. 

In fiscal 1983 the U.S.Defeoce Advanced Research 

and Projects Agency (DARPA) invested $35 million in 
17 

Talon Gold pointing and tracking experiment. --------
A shuttle test, verified its ability to track and point 

lasers at satellites, aircraft and ground targets. 

Long thin laser rods required for high power 

X-ray 1a sera would be subject to vi brat ions and bending. 

They must all be pointed at their targets when the bomb 

goes off. Practical requirements call for the relative 

positions of the 1wo ends of the rod to be controlled 

within one part in a thousand. Slight mechanical vibra

tions could knock the lasers off target. 

The nuclear explosion itself would not affect 

the aligome nt of the 1 aser beams because X-r ays travelling 

at the speed of light would leave the rods before the 

force of the explosion hit them. . The problem however 

lies with the conventional explosive generally used to 

trigger a nuclear blast by forcing two sub-critical 

masses of fissionable material together. The vibrations 

produced by this conventional explosive would have time 

17. See OTA r~port n 1 p.82 
See also Defense Daily Jvlarch 4, 1985. 
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to travel through the rods before the nuclear explosion 

is produced. De tails are being researched and are 

believed to be classified. 

To be a viable defence against boost-phase attack 

the system must either be based in space, or it must 

be launched upon warning of an attack (pop-up laser). 

Orbiting X-ray laser battle-stations, on the other 

hand would be extremely vulnerable to an ene~ ASAT attack. 

Even the advocates of X-ray laser battle stations admit 

that the weapon could be foiled by launching an attack 

slowly enough, that there would be targets only for a 

few of the lasers on each battle station. 

There are natural limits on the d ista nee to 

which X-rays can propagate within the atmosphere (short 

wavelengths are strongly absorbed). The X-ray 1 aser 

must therefore wait for the booster. to climb higher 

thm atmospheric altitude for it to be effective. 

Pop-up X-ray lasers could be countered by develop 

ing fast b11rn bo esters. The boost phase time period for 

an ICBM is 200 - 300 seconds. A pop-up system must 

therefore be deployed in less than that time frame. 

The boosters on the laser would have to be faster and 

..... 
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more rapidly accelerating than ICBM boosters. The 

enemy could counter this defence by building faster burn 

boosters. 

The X-r~ laser situation is not all that dreary 

however. They have othldr potential uses apart from use 

in weaponary. X-ray lasers ·could be effectively used 

to distinguish between warheads and decoys during mid

course flight, which lasts about 25 minutes and there

fore permits popping up of the 1 ceer system. They 

could also be used in medicine since they provide excep

tionally clear three dimensional portraits of human tis.sue 

and crystalline molecules. 

Itla.ny scientists believe that the X-ray laser 

will make an extremely effective anti-satellite weapon 

but doubts persist over its utility for missile defence. 

It h ee even been postulated that lasers could trigger 

urban fires. 

Particles Beam ~eapons 

The Pentagon in May 1985 initiated studies on 

co ooeptual design for a flight of a neutral particle beam 

(NPB) system. 18 ·The study included the conceptual desigo 

of a system configuration consisting of a space qualified 

NPB source, a target acquisition system and a detector 

system. The integration and operation of the s.ystem will 

also be studied and relevant experiments proposed. 

18 Defense Daily, May 13, 1985 
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While studies on space deployment of NPB•s are 

recent in origin, the technology itself dates back to 

\<'/orld War II when accelerator technology was refined for 

use in fission research. 

One coo get a simplified understanding of how a 

particle beam weapon works by a brief look at nature's 

version of. a particle beam lightening. Lightening 
') 

occurs when natural processes in the atmosphere separate 

electrons from atoms and build up a higb st~tic voltage 

between the clouds and the ground. If this voltage is 

high enough to cause a breakdown of air {which acts as an 

insulator), a powerful electric current will flow between 

the clouds and the ground. The carriers of this current 

are charged particles far example electrons. 

Unlike the massless photons which direct energy 

in lasers the particles which constitute particle beams 

have mass. Thus while a laser destroys 1 ts target by 

heating the surface. Charged Particle Beams(CPBs) would 

deposit their energy deep within the target, where they 

are likely to cause more lethal damage than the laser 

beam. Deployment problems of CPB weapon systems can 

only be understood a.tter a brief look at the underlying. 

t eohoology. 

• •• 
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Particle Beam Technology 

The Pentagon holds that "particle beam technology 

is in the very early research and exploratory develop

ment phases with fundamental issues of feasibility to be 

resolved. There is an enormous gulf between the techno

logy required for fulfillment of the conceptual payoffs 

and the "state of the art". 

Particle be am technology broadly encompasses four 

sub-technical aspects. These are: 

(1) Beam generation 

(2) Particle acceleration 

( 3) Propagation 

(4) Beam Jontrol (Pointing and tracki rg). 

Beam Genera ti.on 

Generation of a beam of energetic particles 

starts with the generation of the particles themselves. 

These particles m~ be electrons, protons (hydrogen atoms 

which have lost ':lne electron) or negative ions (atoms 

with one or more extra electrons). Gene?:" at ion of these 

particles requires large amounts of electrical power 

and switching systems which regulate power output in 

intervals of billionths of a second. 

The first stage of a particle beam generator is a 

sotJrce 'Jf the particle. The simplest source is a potential 

. . . . 
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(voltage) applied acr~ss a pair of conducting electrodes 

in vacume, what a high school student would call a 

"diode" in electrical terminologv. Negatively charged 

particles (electrons) are emitted from the negatively 

charged electrode(Cathode) and polar forces carry them 

towards the posi tivel.v charged electrode the anode. 

Instead of being collected at the anode the electrons 

pass through it into the accelerator. 19 

A pulse of ions starts in the same way, with a 

short, high voltage pulse applied to a pair of electrodes. 

Positively charged ions (atoms that have lost one or more 

electrons) come from the positive electrode, produced 

either from the electrode mate.-·ial or a discharge in a 

gas. If the goal is negatively charged, ions, electrons 

are injected into the positive electrode, so that they 

are likely to attach themselves to gas atoms coming 

to that electrode from the negative electrode(cathode) 

producing negatively charged ions which can be drawn into 

the accelerator. 

Electron or particle beams powerful enough to be 

of interest for weaponary are not produced continuously 

but rather in·short bursts or pulses (analogous to bolts of 

lightenit1g). The siinpliest way to provide this pov.er is to 

store electrical energy in large capacitors. 

19 Hecht n. 4 p. 42 ... 



Accelerator Technology 

Accelera 'tor technology is being rese3rched at 

Lawrence Livermore Labor a 'tory in the U.s. So far two 

len iar electron accelerators h rge been built. The 

experimental test accelerator began operattion in 1979 
20 

as an outgrowth of the Navy• s "Chair Heritage" programme. 

was intended only as a testbed for the Adv::.nced Test 

Accelerator (ATA) which gener~s pulses of 50 million 

electron-volt electrons. 

Both ETA and ATA are linear induction accelerators 

in which a series of accelerating ar'·angements are 

arranged in a straight line. In operation a pulsed 

alternating electrical voltage swiftly changes the 

electric field applied to the beam thus accelerating 

the particles. The process is repeated with the voltage 

increasing as the beam of particles pass down -the acceler

ator tunnel accelerating it further at each step. 

Sandia Nati~nal Laboratories Nl'-1, USA, developed , 

a similar system _RADLAC-1 (Radical Line Accelerator). 

RADLAC-1 zaps targets to produce X-rays whi dl stimulate 

the effects of nuClear explosions. In addition RADLAC-II, 

became- operational in August 1985 and produced i 1B 

first beam. 21 
The goal of the programme is to develop 

20 Defense Daily, Oct 5, 1985 
21 Aeros,eace Dail:z, Aug 28, 1985. 
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high current, hign energy leniar acc~lerator technology 

to investigate the physics of producing and propagating 

potentially lethal beams of electrons. Sandia Natinna•l 

J;,aboratori es, Air Force Weapons Laboratory and DARPA 

took part in the programme. Sandia said that RADLA.C-II 

is the highest power induction leniar. accelerator in 

the u.s. and will help address key issues in research 

of potential. directed -- energy weapons, using electron 

beams. ••u successful this aocelera tor technology would 

ba capable of producing multi-mega watt electron beam 

pulses of about 100 nano second duration. If a sigtl ificant 

fraction of the energy in a single such pulse can be 
l 

delivered to any military target, the beam would cause 

castrophic destruction of that target" a Sandia scientist 
22 

said. 

Beam Propagation 

A charged particle beam is subject to two confli-

. cting effects caused by the electrical charge carried by 

the particles. Like charges repel each other, but the 

flow of so many like charges in the same direction 

genera 1es a magnetic field surrounding the beam that 

tends to pinch it togetha-. This self-pinching effect 

would occur when the beam is travelling through air. 

22 Cited io Aer~space DailY, August 28, 1985 
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Air tends to absorb some of the energy particle 

beams carry; under normal circumstances an electron 

beam could make its wqy through 200 meters of air 

before half its energy had been absorbed by the atmos

phere. 

For single pulses this would limit the range of 

the weapon. However the first pulse would have heated 

the air around it oausing it to expand and consequently 

clearing out a path for the seconi beam. Theoretically 

this "hole-pinching" effect should make it possible to 

transmit electron beams for a few kilometers. 

In addition recent research has revealed that 

charged particle beams electron beams for instance can 

be propagated through the atmosphere by creating a 

cood·uctor pat.h from the souroe to the target along 

with the charged particle beams will travel. This is 

done by using a laser to create an ionised channel 

through the upper atmosphere, through which the electron 

beam is pumped. Such experiments have been conducted but 

results are cleesi!ied. The project has been designated 

Antlgpne, after the d~ughter of Oedepus in Greek 

mythology. 

Neutral Particle Beams (NPBs) 

Charged particle beams cannot be sent thousands 
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of kilometers through apace to destroy enemy missiles. 

Not only would mutual repulsion cause the beams to break 

up, but the earth' a magnetic field would bend the beam 

in complex unpredictable ways. These problems can be 

avoided by using beams of neutral particles, a concept 

being tested by DARPA' a ','/hi te Horse programme at 'Ws 

Almos National Laboratory. 
2 3 

Particle aoceler a 'tors work only on charged 

particles. Neutral particles therefore cannot themselves 

·be accelerated. The approach being researchai at Loa 

Almos is to start with negatively charged hydrogen atoms 

(hydride ions H~ ), hydrogen atoms with two electrons 

instead of one),. After being accelerated to high 
• 

energies in a Radio lf'requency Quadrapole ·(R~) and a 

conventional leniar accelerator, the particles are 

passed through a gas or some other medium focuses that 

would strip off the extra electrons to leave a beam of 

neutral particles. 

0 

me RFQ, incidentally, is a Soviet invention, 

which has four poles instead of two. The RFQ accelerates 

the beam as well as focusses it. Neutral par ttcle beams 

are not held together by the same cohesive effects that 

come into pla.~..r in charged particle beams. Fortunately 

2 3 For a summary of NPB technology. see Harold Brown, 
"Is SDI technic allY .feasiable" Foreign A.f fairs Vol. 
64, No.3, 1986 pp 435- 454. 
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in outer space ther·e is nothing to get in the way and 

the uncharged particles· would not be affected by the 

earth's magnetic field. Though gr ari tational effects 

would come into pl~y (due to the comparatively 1 arge 

masses of the particles), these would be negligible at 

high speeds. 

The NPB would travel at velocities 100,000 times 

faster than prospective targets. In addition the energy 

wou 1d be deposited deep within the target thus destroying 

it (unlike lasers which deposit their energy on the surface). 

Dr. Burick, who heads the White Horse project at Los 

Al.mos says that the beam "converted a super-cooled copper 

stop instantly . in to gr:oeen plasma". 
2

4 

White Horse scientists have recognized the 

importance of the ion source in particle be am weapons 

research and also the UK• s expertise in this field. Los 

Almos has placed a major contract totalling E 1.5m for 

the ion source with Culham Laboratories, U.K. 25 

Neutral Particle Beam technology has its problems 

however. S1a.tl:p:ping- of the extra· electrons scatters the 

particles and harms beam quality. Such scattering could 

24 For us, NPB Prog See Aerospace Daily, !Var 29, 1985 

25 Financial Times. Feb, 17, 1985. 
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disperse the beam causing it to spread out and thus 

reduce its intensity to a point where it would not be 

lethal. It e,uld also be deflected causing it to 

miss its target altogether. 

Particle Beam Teohnolo g:r is currently in the · 

development stage. Its feasibility for weapons appli

catio os has not been firmly established. However, 

neutral particle beam technology is showing considerable 
like target designation. 

promise tor strategic defense ap pli cat ionel The total 

budget far the technology is expected to leap from 

$18 million in FY 85-86 to $120 million in FY 86-87.26 

Kinetic Energy Weapons 

The Third category of weapon systems which had been 

proposed for Sni are Kinetic Energy ·.teapons. Though 

attempts have been m~e to portray these as exotic Kinetic 

Energy Weapons (KEWs) are in no way different (in terms 

of phys~cal principles involved) from the eariy.ABM 

s.vstems -- Safeguard, Galosh etc. which· also· employed the 

principle of Kinetic kill. 

'Kinetic energy weapons as their name suggests 

involve the use of pellets accelerated to high speeds, 

to destroy incoming warheads. The mode of imparting 

26 For SDI budgeting trends se·e 
Aviation Week and Space Technology, ·· 
March 9, 1987. 
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kinetic energy may however differ. For instance e crly 

A.BI'1 projectiles employed chemical- energy - burning. 

fuels (liquid or solid) to impart kinetic energy to 

their projectiles. Exotic KE'i/s being proposed may 

use electro-magnetic propulsion accelerate projectiles 

to high speeds. Electro magnetic propulsion involves 

accelerating .a conducting projectiles to a high speed 

along a long rail along which a steadily increasing 

electro magnetic field is applied - hence the name electro 

magnetic railgun. 

Over the years research in to exotic weapon ·systems 

such as lasers and particle beams h ~e revealed that such 

technolo gLes though fil.le in principle are decades away . 

from being weaponised (see earlier section). With support 

for SDI beginning to dwindle in the US Congress and with 

Reagan who was see as· the driving force behind the 

programme on his way out supporters of Sni began in1986 

a desperate struggle to keep the programm::: alive. Early 

deployment or .Phase 1 depl~vment became the key to Sni•s 

future. Today ardent opponen 1B of Kinetic Energy Weapons 

like Edward Teller have begin supporting a limited SDI 

involving kinetic energy weapons and not exotic t~chnologies 

like lasers or particle beams. Under the new concept SDI 

• • • • 
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is to involve three phases. Phase I would be a limited 

SDI system involving Kinetic Energy deapons both ground 

and space based. Phase II would expand on Phase I to 

cover not only missile sites but population centers. 

Phase III, would be a full fledged 3DI system involving 

exotic weapons systems which by the time this phase is 

implemented would have come on stream. 

SDI in 87-88 

The first phase of SDI would employ conventional 

rockets based on rocket propulsion, very similar to 

AB.i'-1 systems that ex is ted in the seventies. The system 

would prob~blY be a set of guided rocket interceptors 

which ·would ".home in" 27 on the target and destroy it 

by ... force of impact. In other words, these defensive 

weapons woUld use kinetic energy to destroy their targets 

as against beams and explosive weapons. They would also; 

use -~ network of yet-to-be-developed sensors, communica

tion software and battle management systems. As-will be 

seen in the next chapter these factors are crucial to the 

so-called broad interpretation of the ABI"' treaty • 

. 
The first time of an early missile defence would 

probably be a series of space-baaed kinetic kill vehicles 

27 David E •. sanger, 11 Maoy experts Doubt •star 
Wars'could be effective by the mid 90's, 
New York Times, February 11, 1987. 
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(SBKKVs) (5,000-10,000) mounted on 200-400 orbiting 

"garrages" which would knock out enemy missiles within 

minutes of launching by colliding with them. The large 

flaming tail of ·the booster rocket would- enable short 

wave infrared (SWIR) 28 identification of. the mis8ile. 

The second line of defence would involve a series of 

ground-based missiles launched from the United States. 

Seeking out independent warheads in space would bO 

a more difficult matter. There would be no flaming 

"tail" for identification. \warheads and decoys would 

cruise through space together and at the same speed, 

not allowing for discrimination. Tracking would there

fore prove a difficult task. Fortunately, however, all 

objects in space are long wave infrared (LWIR) emitters. 

They could therefore be detected, thougp with some diffi

culty. Th~ problem lies in the fact that the earth too 

is a LwiR emitter and therefore sensors designed to 

detect and track warheads in space would have to face 

awa:~ from the earth to prevent the warhead signal from 

being drowned in L~IR radiation being emitted from the 

earth. There are no indications of these formidable 

tracking problems being solved soon enough to allow 

early deployment by 1993, as Carpor Weinberger forma-

US Defence Secretary, has asserted. 

28 SWIR, LWIR alld MWIR are acronyms for Short, Long and 
Medium Wave Infra Red Radiation.· 
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The terminal 1 ewer of the ED (Early Deployed) 

SDI would find '1/arhead tracking and discrimination an 

easier task. warheads when they re-enter the atmosphere 

, heat up and become SW'IR and MWIR emitters. The lighter 

decoys either burn up as a result of re-entry or fall 

back, being much 1 ighter than the warheads themselves. 

Homing interceptor missiles with sensitive MWIR sensors 

based on the ground would track and destroy these war

heads by force of impact~ 

The SDI programme, with early deployment in mind, 

has thus acquired a dual thrust, 1. e. space based kinetic 

·kill vehicles (SBKKVs) and ground based interceptors 

(HEDI and ERIS). · SDIO confidence with regard to SBKKVs 

is high because of the success of the SDI Delta 180 

experiment conducted on September 5, 1986, when a kill 

vehicle equipped with a HugPes Phoenix air-to-air missile 

radar tracker successfully acquired, tracked and. then 

actively manoeuvred to intercept and destroy another 

satellite. 

SDIO' s ground-base~ kinetic interceptor d 

programme consists of two major technolgies being perfeQted 

for ABM defence -- the High Endo-atmospheric Defeo oe 

Interceptor (HEDI) and. the Exoatmospheric Re-entry 

vehicle Interceptor System(ERIS). 

• • • 
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Mid-Course Interception - ERIS 

The weaponry being developed for mid- oourse 

intercept is the Exoatmospheric Re-entry Interceptor 

System (ERIS). It is an outgrowth of the 1984 Homing 

Overl~ Experiment (HOE) in which a rocket launched 

from Kwajalein test range in the South Pacific 

destroyed a dummy warhead fired from Vandenberg Air Force 

Base, about 3000 miles away in California (USA).29 

The manoeuvrable stage of the rocket· used in the 

experiment contained sensors and an umbrella like 

"kill devi oe" and weighed more than a ton. Lockheed 

0ompany officials who are involved. with the ERIS programme 

told the US House Armed Services subcommittee recently 

that Lockheed oan deliver a workable ERrs system 

"wi thiri four to five years of the go-ahead." 30 The 

cost of an ERIS system was estimated to be 1 million per 

intercept. The first flight test for ERrs is planned 

some time in 1989. 

HEDI Technology 

While ERIS is a mid-course intercept system, 

HEDI is desigped primarily for terminal defence. McDonnell 

Douglas, the prime contractor for HEDI systems develop

ment, claims that HEDI could reach Initial Operational 

29 Defense Daily, July 7, 1985 
30 Defense Daily, .Jan 13, 1987 

. . . 
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Capabil i t_y (lOG) by 1994. HEDI forms the term ina 1 phase 

of the early deployed SDI system with SBKKYs and ERIS. 

Constituting the mid-course defence, £iicDonnell Dot~glas 

claims that a HEDI sys tern with an overall effectiveness 

of 9 3% would cost $110 billion. The George c. i'•lar 3hall 

Institute in its report on missile defence in the 1990s 

put. the cost of a single HEDI interceptor at $3 million. 31 

The total cost of a deployed HEDI system, consisting of 

30 radars, launch facilities for 30 sites, 3,000 inter

ceptors and one year's operation and maintenance, adds 

up to $18 billion. 32 

HEDI does not face the discrimination problem 

that ERIS does. Being a terminal defence system HEDI 

needs to destroy only incoming warheads since most 

decoys, being lighter, have either fallen back in the 

atmosphere or have burned up due to the heat of re-entry. 

Tha Medium Nave Infra Red radiation genera ted as a result 

of the heat of re-entry enables the sensitive M\tfiR 

detectors at the tip of the interceptor missile to 

track and home in on the target. However, the tip 

of the interceptor rocket also gets heated as it rush~s 

through the atmo ~here, thereby interfering with the 

guidance system. This ha:l proved to be a major 

31 ]Jefense Daily Jan 13, 1987 
32 Ibid. 
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shortcoming of HEDI technology. McDonnell Douglas 

officials, however, clai.m that one of their major 

accomplishments with regard to HEDI techno,logy has 

been the introduction of a s.vstem which co.,ls the IR 

sensor with gaseous nitrogen to allow it to detect its 

target. 

Budgeting Trends 

The emphasis SDIO has begun placing on early 

deployment of 3DI is evident from the budgeting trends 

for various segments bf the 3DI programme in the FY 

1987 budget (see Table 1). Total allocations for 

Kinetic Energy w'eapons ( KE\fs) are budgeted to increase 

from $545.8 million in FY 1986 to $1,199.7 million in 

FY 1989, while Directed Energy •'ieapons (DE'Js) show a 

more modest increase from $803.4 million to $1,245.8 

million. The budget for SBKXVs scheduled to increase 

from. $226 million in FY 1986 to $357 million in FY 1989 • 

. The Pentagon wants to increase sepend ing on groand KKVs 

from $107.6 mill ion in FY 1987 to $307.6 million in FY 

1989. 33 

Budget for 

TABLE 
Fiscal 

1986 

- I 
Fiscal 

1987 
(Dollars 

Fisoal 
1988 

in Nil lions) 

Fiscal 
1989 

Directed Energy 
weapons 803.4 

545.8 

843.6 

729.6 

1 '103. 7 1,245.8 

1,074~7 1,199.7 Kinetic Energy 

33 

Source: Aviation Week and Space Technology, March 9, 
1987 t ·p. 38. 

For KEW budge +S See Aviation itfeek and Space 
Technology, March 9, 1987• p.38. 
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lflany sc ien t;is ts have criticised the earl.v 

deployment decision contending that it would have an 

adverse impact on the over all SDI progr ::!mrne ~ Early 

research had concentrated on directed energy weapons, 

specificially Project Excalibur or t~·1e X-ray laser 

programme, and Nhi te Horse, a neutr a1. particle beam exp

eriment. Lasers and particle beams have fallen behind 

and KineticKill Vehicles have taken their place. 34 

Scientists at Lawrence Livermore Laboratory, the main 

centre of research on adv ::meed high po't~er lasers, have 

been specially critical of this shift in priorities. 35 

They s~v that such shifts would not bode well for the · 

development of a comprehensive ballistic missile 

defence in the long term. 

,Despite the claims to the contrary of c0ntra-

ctors such as McDonnell Douglas and Lockheed Jo., a 

shrewd observer would e3sily identify the problems 

with an early deployed system. Critical battle-

management and software problems ,..,.ould remain. 

Orbiting space based kinetic kill vehicles would be 

vulnerable to ASAT (anti-satellite) attack. There 

h::.ts been considerable speculation in the United States 

34 
See, William J. Broad, "Early Deployment 
Said to Harm SDI Goal" : ~-~-

International Herald Tribune, I1arch 10, 1987 .... 
35 Ibid. 
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on whether they hav-e the launch capacity tc get the 

system into orbit. Oonserva tive estimates indicate that 

at least six to eight million pounds of gear',-- including 

space "garages," sensors and battle management stations 

that would coordinate the defence would have to go into 

orb it. Others say the figure is twice the above. 

Getting eigbt million pounds into orbit would 

require about 125 space shuttle flights. '.Yi th the space 

shuttle on hold and the American space programme slo.wl.Y re

covering, it is doubtful whether this launch capacity 

could be achieved by 1992, when, as \'Ieinberger_ claims, 

the system can be deployed. A failure of any one , 

layer of the system would put an additional burden on 

the follow-up system. A 90% defence does not appeac 

feasible with an advanced BMD ~vatem, leave alone 

with the rudimentary system that SDIO officials are 

taking about. 

llhat then h CB motivated the Reagan administra

tion to opt for early deployment? One reas!')nable 

explanation could be that halTing walked out of SALT 

the United States wishes to violate the ABM treaty 

while the Reagan administrationis in office and the 

political vdll to violate the ABM treaty exists. 
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The SDI programme has already developed its own 

"constituencies" 36 and has established an economic 

momentum of its own. The ABM treaty remains the 

only hindrance. Witness, therefore, the shift 

towards the "broad interpr eta 1ion" of the ABM treaty. 

It will prove rewarding therefore to analyse 

the ABM treaty in the C:)ntext of the early deploy

ment decision. Only then will it· be clear how the 

Reagan administration has twisted 1 t '3 interpretation 

of the treaty to serve its own ends. This will be 

taken up in the next chapter. 

36 Kruzel n. 3 p. 86. 

• • • • • 
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C H A P T ~ R - III 

LEGAL IS SUES 

The debate over Early Deployment ·and the ABM 

treaty has overshadowed other legal issues related 

to SDI. SDI development, testing and final deploy

ment would violate the Partial Test Ban Treaty 

(PTBT, 1963) which bans the testing of nucl~ar at 

devices in outer space and the Outer Space Treaty 

(OS T) which prohibits the deployment of nuclear 

weapons in outer space. Third generation nuclear 

weapon systems such as the X-ray 1 aser which would 

utilize a nuclear explosion to energise the laser 

rods which produce the laser beam would if and when 

deployed violate both these treaties. The X-ray 

laser beam would have to be generated in sp;;ce because 

the very short waive length X-rays do not penetrate the 

atmosphere. However pos.sible .ABM treaty violation 

has generated& the most controversary and the ABI'1 

treaty shall the ref' ore be analysed in de tail in the 

context of the Early Deployment Issue.· 

ABM Treaty 
I 

The ABM (Anti-Ballistic ~ussile) treaty was 

signed by the United States and the Soviet Un i0n in 
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Moscow on May 26, 1972. Instrumen is of ratification 

were exchanged on October 3 the same year. Recognising 

the technological constraints on then existing ABM 

systems and realising also that a defensive arms 

race would be futile, the superpowers agreed to place 

certain 1 imi ts on ballistic missile defences. The 

ABM treaty in effect gave credence to nuc1e::.1r doctri

nes such as mutual assured destruction (MAD) and re

inforced the structure of deterrence. Itlutual vulnera-

bility was deemed as stabilising, nearly eliminating 

the possibi 'ity of hign intensity conflict on areas 

of prime interest to the superpowers such as contin

ent a1 United States, Europe and the Soviet Union. 

Due to the non availability of appropriate 

technology,ABM systems of that time, such as the 

American Safeguard and the Sovi·et Galosh, could not 

provide an effective defence against ballistic missile 

attack. Both parties to the treaty then decided that 

by concluding the ABM treaty they would reduce to a 

large extent the uncertainties involved in the ·game 

of nuc)e ar brinkmanship. 

Today, however, almost fifteen y.ears after the 

agreement was signed, things seem to h:we changed. 

ll.'hile a comprehensive defence ag ~nst ballistic missiles 

may be decades away 1 no physical laws would prevent 

1 Cited in Defense Daily, January 2, 1985 

.... 
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the construction of an BMD system. Technologv has 

developed to an extent that any furthtrdevelopment 

or testing would come into conflict with the 

"traditional" view of the ABM treaty. The Reagan 

administration therefore requires the "broad inter

pretation 11 to carry on with SDI research. 

Let us begin the analysis by at a tin g the con tro-
2 veraial articles of the ABM treaty. 

Article I 

1. Each part.v undertakes to limit anti-ballistic 

missile ( ABM) systems and to adopt other measures in 

accordance with the provisions of this treaty. 

2. Each party undertakes not to dep1oy ABM 

systems for a &fence of the territory of its country 

and not to provide a base for· such a defence, and not 

to deploy ABM systems for defence of an individual 

region except as provided for by Article III of this 

treaty. 

2 For further de tails of the ABM treaty see US Arms 
Control and ~isarmamen t Agency (ACDA), Arms Control 
and Disarmament At{ieemen ts; Texts and Histories of 
Negotiations, Was. ington D. 0., 204 51, pp 1 39-4 7 • 

. . . . 
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Article II 

1. For the purpose of this trea 1y an ABM system 

is a system to counter strategic missiles or their 

elements in flighting trajectory, currently consisting 

of: 

(a) ABM interceptor missiles, which are 

intercep 'tor missiles constructed and deploy 

-ed for an ABM role, or of a type tested 

in an . ABM mode. 

(b) ABM launchers, which are launchers constru-

.cted and deployed tor launching ABM 

interceptor missiles, and 

(c) ABM radars, which are radars constructed 

and deployed tor an ABM role or of a type 

tested in an ABM mode., 

2. The ABM system components listed in paragraph 

one of this Article include those which are: 

(a) operational 

(b) under testing 

(c) undergoing testing 

(d) undergoing, overhaul, repair or conversion 
or 

(e) mothballed. 

. ... 
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Article III and IV lay down specific rules for 

deployment of ABJvl rockets, launchers and radars. 

Article V 

1 • · Each part.v uod er11:akes not to develop, test 

or deploy ABM systems or components which are sea-based, 

air-based, space-based or mobile 1 Bl-d- based. 

Article VI 

1. To enhance the effectiveness of the limita

tions oc ABM systems and their components provided by 

the treaty, each party undertakes not to deploy in the 

future radars for early warning of strategic ballistic 

missile attack except at locations along the periphery 

of its national terri 'tory and oriented outward. 

Article XIII provides for a standing consultative comm

ission which would consider questions concerning compli

ance with the obligations assumed and reJ_ated situations 

which may be cnnsidered ambiguous. 

Agreed Statement D 

In order to ensure fulfilment of the obligation 

not to deploy ABM systems and their components except 

as provided for in Article III of the treaty, the 

parties agree that in the event ABJvl systems based oo 

..... 
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other physical principles and including componets capable 

of substituting for ABM interceptor missiles, ABM 

launchers or ABM radars are. created in the future, 

specific limitations on such systems would be subject 

to discussion in accordance with Article XIII and 

agreement in accordance with Articl2 XIV of the treaty. 

(Article XIV provides for amendment procedures). 

]he Debate 

The largest bone of contention in Washington of 

late has been the traditional view of the ABM treaty 
· broad interpretation. 

pitted against the so-called L ~e US administration 

announced that it had seriously considered adopting the 

broad interpretation ostensibly because ani. research, 

particularly that related to the early deployment 

sc~arious discussed earlier, would be severely constrai rJSd 

by the traditional vie-w. Sam Nunn, a Democrat .from 

Georgia, chairman of the US Senate Armed Services 

Committee (SASC) has said that the formal adoption of 

the broad interpretation would ere ate a "cons ti tu tional 

crisis of broad dimensi~ns." 3 

The broad inte.rpretati~n which the Soviets have 

categorised as new W'38 put forward in February by 

Abraham D.Sofair, now the chief legal advisor at the 

3 Cited in NewYork Tiaies, l11arch 11,1987. 
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US State Department, and vociferously supported by 

administration offici ala including Richard Perle and 

Caspar Weinberger. The ABM debate has in fact ricoch

eted back and forth between Richard Perle and Sam Nunn. 

Nunn has charged Sofair with presenting a ttcomple·,e and 

total llisrepresentation" of the negotiating record of 

the treaty.4 In his address Sam Nunn admitted ambigui

ties in the negotiating record which have been cited 

by proponeo ts of the broad interpretation in su.p?ort 

of their view. However, he asserted tm t ihe "negotiating 

record is ·the least persuasive evidence 0f a treaty's 

meaning ••• It does not have the same standi rg as ra tifi-

c at ion proceed i rgs whereby the Senate takes a for mal 

testimony and has a formal debate and has formal presen

ta ti.on of matter b.:r administration wi toes ses. " 5 

Richard Perle on the other hand has asserted that the 

Soviets have stated and demonstrated that they do not 

consider themselves bound by the US ratification 
6 process. 

The debate between Perle and Nunn has thus 

boiled down to a situation where the negotiating record 

is projected to challenge Sen ate ratification proceedings. 

4 

5 
6 

Cited in Washington Post, March 13, 1987 
-- ... ·..~. 

Cited in Defense .iJaily, l4arch 18, 1987 

Defeo se Daily, March 16, 1987. 
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The Two Inte.rpretati0os 

The US administration, following the broad inter

pretation of the A.3i~J treaty, contends the development, 

tea ting and deploy-men t of space- based and o 1her mobile 

ABI"i systems and components is banned for those systems 

that existed at the time thcrt "the treaty was signed, i.e. 

missiles launchers and radars. This is done by 

Article v-. This ban applies only to these types of ABM 

systems becau 99 the treaty defines .ABM sys terns and 

componen 1s in terms of technology that existed at the 

time. This is done in Article II which lists the 

components of an ABM system. 

Finally, the broad interpretation C')ntends thct 

as a consequence there ar~ no limits·at all on the testing 

and de~elopment of futuristic systems. In other words 

futuristic systems, i.e. those based on other physical 

principles, can be tested in space. This would not 

violate Article v. However, the deployment of futuri

stic systems is banned under Agreement Statement D. 

The traditional interpretation which was also the 

Soviet interpretation contends that the development, 

testing and deployment of space based and other mobile 

A3H systems and components is banned b.! Article V, 

. . . . 
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regardless of whether these systems existed when the 

treaty was signed or are futuristic systems based on 

other physical principles such as lasers or particle beams. 

This ban applies to both traditional and futuristic ABM 

s.vs terus because Article II defines an ABM system as a 

"system to counter strategic ballistic missiles or 

their elements in flight trajectory." The lists of 

ABM systems cited io the treaty -- as rockets, launchers 

and radars -- is not intended to be exhaustive since new 

systems could come in to being in future which W'J uld be 

subject to discussion (Agreed Sta 'tement D) by a Standing 

Consultative Commission set up by Article XIII. Thus 

the traditional interpretation allows the development 

ar:xi testing of fixed land based ABM systems including 

systems in existence when the treaty was signed and 

fu tur 1st ic sys terns. Thus the development and testing 

of futuristic syst616 can be done at agreed test ranges. 

Their deployment is ban ned by Article II and Agreed 

Statement D taken together. 

Under the traditional interpretation, therefore, 

Article V bans the deployment of space based ABM syst ens 

whether they be traditional or futuristic. The broad 

interpretation contends that Article V does not apply 

..... 
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to futuristic systems and they can therefore be tested 

and developed in any mode. Agreed Sta iement D, however, 

bans deployment of these systems. 

The N ego ti at in g Record 

The present controversy is apparently an outgrowth 

of the Nixon directive which instructed negotiators of 

the 'treaty to protect the right of the United Sta 1es to 

develop futuristic lasers on·which US scientists were 

already working secretly but to ban deployment. American 

negotiators apparently put forward two suggestions in . 
' 

this regard. 7 One was to ban the development, testing 

am deployment of all mobile ABM devices includiqs 

interceptor missiles, missil~ launchers and radars. This 

would also cover ''o tht;r devices to perform these functions" 

implying thereby that any sys terns developed in the 

future would also be covered. The second major 

proposal was to ban the de.ploymen t of new types of 

· stat iora-y ABM systems such as those using lasers. 

Former US negotiators state that they made headwa.y on 

the first proposed but not on the second. 

On September 1 5, 19 71, the US accepted the 

Soviet suggestion that Article V re.f~r to "components" 

7 Michael R.Gordon "Arms Debate Now Centers on ABN 
Pact", New York Times, Februarv 1 7, 1987. 



instead of "devices." ·The suggestion that reference to 

a "ban on other devices' substituting for existing 

components" was dropped. American negotiators, however, 

said that the Soviets agreed that the terms of the 

article should be taken as implying that future systems 

were covered by the treaty. 

However, when negotiators reconvened at Vienna 

some time later, Soviet offic:ials apparen 1ly questioned 

whether limits should be set on futuristic systems. Some 

experts believe that the Soviets were merely trying to 

learn more about what "futuristic systems" the United 

States WBS3 developing. Sofair has contended that this 

se'ction of the negotiating record shows that the Soviets 

had no intention of placing any limits on futuristic 

sys terns. 

One of the American negotiators, R~mond L. 

G~thoff, S82TS that while Article II was being drafted 

an important step w~s taken to see that futuristic systems 

were covered. The w~rd "currently" was introduced in 

defining ABM technology. This would imply that oth~r 

systems could come into being in future. 

In this context Article V and Agreed Staiement D 

all put together would tend to ban space based development 
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and testing of futuristic S\rstems, the Soviets agreed 

to the use of 'the \.,rbrld 11 currentlyn on December 21, 1974. 

The question of sta tiooary, land based ABM systems 

was taken up in Agreed statement D. Garthoff contends 

that Agreed Statement D allowed development and testing 

but banned deployment of stationary futuristic systems. 

The use of the word "created" in Agreed statement 

D tends to bear out this view. Creation of ne'.v ABM 

systems would require development and testing •. Deploy

ment would, however, be subject to joint review under 1he 

Standing Jonsultative Comffiission set up by Article XIII. 

Sofair disputes this view. He says that 1he 

Americans sought to get the Soviets to agree to ban on 

development and testing of new types of s.rstems but 

succeeded in getting the Soviets to ban on :tv deployment. 

He goes on to sa~r that Agreed Statement D cannot have been 

included to ban deployment futuristic systems because 

the deployment of such systems is banned by Articles II 

and III. Therefore, Agreed Statement D must have had 

another purpose. He suggests tb at 1he Americans, 

having tried and failed to negotiate a ban on development 

and testing of futuristic systems, settled only for 

a ban on deployment of these systems. 
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Negotiators refute Sofair's argument. They say 

that Agreed Statement D was co wpleted before work on 

Article III was finished. 

Ratification Proceedings 

The Senate, when it was conducting hearings on 

the treaty, was told that Article II encompassed all 

ABM systems, be the.v current or futuristic. This would 

tend to support the traditional view of the trea w. 
Further, since the time the treaty was negotiated four 

consecutive administrati'1ns have subscribed to the narrow 

interpretation. Thus the "subsequent practice" too showed 

that the traditi0oal view holds good. 

The philosophy of the ABM treaty articulated 

in the Preamble is to set limits on anti-ballistic missile 

systems so that the pace of development of offensive 

weapons slows down. It specifi oa.lly states that: 

••••• Considering that effective measur.es to limit anti

ballistic missile systems would be a substantial factor 

in curbing the race in strategic offensive arms and 

would lead to a decrease in the risk of the outbreak 

of war involving nuclear weapons. Proceeding from the 

premise that the limita ti.on of anti-ballistic missile 

systems, as well as certain agreed me'3sures with respect 

.... 
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to the limitation of strategic offensive arms would 

contribute to the creation of more favourable 

conditions for further negotiations on limiting 

strategic arms. 

11indful of their obligations under Article VI 

of the NPT. 

Decl a-ing their intention to achieve at tile earlie

st possible date the cessation of the arms race and to 

take effective measures towards reductions in strate-

gic arms, nuclear disarmament and general and complete 

disarmament, . agree as follows8 
•••• etc. 

The broad interpretation of the ABM treaty not 

only would not help serve a"Y of these ideals but in 

fact specifically violates the spirit (and letter) 

of the treaty. The move towards early deployment, the 

driving force behind the ABM treaty, would lead to an 

intensification of the strategic offensive arms race, 

the very. thing the ABM treaty sought to avoid. As a 

counter to acy defensive sys tern the United St ~s would 

set up, the Soviets would choose the cheapest counter

measure, viz. proliferation of offensive weapons; and 

8 See US ACDA , op. cit., p. 139. 

. .. 
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they have reportedly so stated. The bro a:J int erpreta ti.on 

then would violate the very purpose for which the ABM 

treaty was negotiated, i.e. to curb the offensive arms 

race throu@ limi is on defences. 

Early Deployment Technology Vs. the ABM treaty 

Having analysed the ABIYi treaty in both its "forms" 

and also having reviewed technologies for early deploy

ment of SDI it would prove inter8sting to study the 

impact of early deployment of SDI on the ABM treaty. 

only then will it become clear why the treaty has, been 

so blatantly distorted. 

The broad interpreta 1ion of the treaty is at 

pains to show that development and s-pace bnsed testing 

of ABI"l systems based "ln "other physical principles" is 

permitted since these s.vstems did not exist at the time 

when the treaty was signed. Here lies the major 

contradiction. 

As is evident from the discussion ~n e9.rly deploy

ment technologies, any rudimentary BND sys tern \'/~ :1ld 

consist only of kinetic energy weap:')ns such as SBKK.Vs, 

ERIS and HEDI. The physical pri!'1ciple involved he"'e is 

kinetic kill, i.e. destruction by force of impact • 

. . . . 
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This physical principle is by no means new. Cavemen 

who used slings to hurl rocks at or.e another al 00 

used the principle, the only difference being the way 

in which kinetic energy (energy of motion) is imparted 

to the projectile in question. The rudimentary AB1'1 

systems of the sev-enties -- the US safeguard and the 

Soviet Galosh -- also used the principle of kinetic . 
kill. Rocket, propulsion, 1. e. chemical combustion 

energy, was used to impart :the required ·kinetic energy of 

motion. SBKKVs of tod<W may use electromagnetic energy 

to propel a projectile but the phys~ical principle remains 

essentially the same kinetic kill. Lasers, if they can 

be successful~y weaponised, would constitute a "new 

physical principle" based as the.v are on light energy 

consisting of photons. Kinetic energv weapons, be they 

SBKKVs, ERIS or HEDI are based on the same physical 

principle that h ae been used in weapons since the stone 

age i.e. kinetic kill. 

Supporters of the broad interpretation then find 

themselves in a quandary. To fall under the broad 

interpretation they must portray early deployment techno

logy as exotic, ne·.-~ and based on "other physical 

principles." The physical principle, however, rema i m 

essentially the same. To get around this dilemma 

• • • • 
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Richard Perle has presented some int·::resting arguments. 

First of all, he con tends that ABi'-1 sys terns in existence 

in the seven ties destroyed their targets. by exploding 

near them, some using nuclear explosives while 

sys terns such as SBKKVs, HEDI and ERIS destroy these 

target by direct impact -- a naive suggestion as shall 

be discussed. Second, he says that sys terns in existence 

today ·use advanced guidance systems which did not exist 

in 1972. 

Any i nd ividuaJ.. with a high sch-,ol knowledge of 

physics will see the naivete in· the argument. )be ABM 

devioes of yesteryear which exploded near their target 

threw debris in its path. The target was destroyed by 

kinetic impact although heat energy would also play a 

major role in the kill. Thus the principle af kinetic 

kill ex is ted even 1hen. The advanced guidance systems 

could be adv a1ced technological systems but they .do . 

not negate the fact the physical principle involved in 

actual destruct ion of the target remains kinetic energy. 

KEWs then are not based on other physical principles. 

The n ev1 interpretation of the ABM treaty should also 

ban their development and testing in the mobile mode 

. . . . 
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or in space in accordance with Article v. Under these 

circumstances the whole exercise of twisting the ABN 

treaty and indulging in 11 legalistic gymnastics~. as 

Sam Nunn aptly put, it would appear futile. 

If one was to accept the broad interpretation of 

the treaty and also hypothecise for a moment that 

kinetic energy weapons are based on other physical 

principles, what then? Then, as SDIO officials claim, 

they would have wide leeway to perform a range of 3DI 

tests which would otherwise be constrained. The 

Heritage Foundation, a conservative ~ashington think

tank, contends that SDI tests could be performed "much 
10 

more real is tic ally under ihe broad interpretation." 

In particular, theDelta 181 experiment planned for 

November this year would receive a boost. Delta 181 is 

designed to test spacebased sensor capabilities for 

kine tic and directed energy weapons. Going by the 

narrow interpretation Article V would place severe 

limits on the test. It would only allow observation of 

targets orbiting inspace. The bro crl view, however, 

would allow space based sensors to "actually track and 

intercept ballistic missiles."
11 

10 Defense Daily, March 16, 1987 

11 Ibid. 
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In other areas the broad interpretation would 

permit more realistic experiments for discriminating 

be tween warheads and decoys in space, better testing of 

space based kine tic kill vehicles under real conditions 

and full power testing of ground based lasers along 

with their relay mirrors in space. On the whole, the 

broad interpretation would permit a more rapid develop-

·ment bf SDI technologies, particularly those related to 

early deploymen.~. The broad interpretation is therefore 

imperative if ·i{einberger' s utopian goal of deployment 
12 

of an BlV.ID system by 1993 is to go forward. 

US allies have in general expressed scepticism 

about the broad interpretation of the ABM treaty. This 

followed Soviet allegation in February this year that 

the United States had moved -~nto the permissive inter-
. 13 

preta tion at the Geneva talks. There have also been 

press leaks in 'i{ashington that a presidential directive 

has been issued instructing US Degotiators not to 

discuss limits under the narrow interpret a ti.on with 

their Soviet counterparts. MOst bluntly, ~est German 

Chancellor Helmut Kohl said in an interview to 

Osnabrucker Zai tung reo en tly that both the Un 1 ted States 

and the Soviet Union "must clarify together how one 

should interpret the ABM treaty." 14 It was clear that 

12 International HeDald -rribune, February 9, 1987 

13 Jhristian Science Monitor, February, 27, 1987 

14 Ibid. 
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he felt that the US could not change its interpretation 

unilaterally. 

The United States hes over the past year or so 

succeeded in overcoming allied resistance to SDI and 

roped them into the programme wi tb promises of generous 

research funds and R&D spinoffs. 15 A rudimentary SDI 

as envisaged by early deployment scenarios would provide 

a population defence of US cities, leave aside Europe 

which faces medium. and short range Soviet missiles. 

This could topedo, the whole exercise of involving US 

allies in· the research progr-amme. 

More recently, the IN.F treaty has been negotiated 

which eliminates US cruise and Pe!"sh ing missiles from 

'de stern Zurope in exchange for Soviet SS-20s. All the 

IRBivls with a range of 500-5000 km would be dismant-led. 

US allies however have interests other than the purely 

strategic aspects of the SDI programme. US allies 

such as the UK, ~G, Japan and Israil are keen to gain 

access to the vast funds being doled out. by the SDIO. 

Therefore, most US allies which initially had reservation 

about Phase I deployment and its impact on arms control 

treaties later fell in tune. However President Reagan 

remains the only effective driving force behind the early 

deployment plan. Ooce the administration changes in 

lvashi ngton SDI funding may receive a subs t 8.ntial cutback. 

. . . . . 
See Ravi Shastri "BMD/Arms Control Debate" Strategic 
Analysis Vol.X, No.8 November 1986 pp 925-942 
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CHAPTER IV 

IMPLICATIONS FOR THE THIRD WORLD 

Space systems have from their inception been used by 

space going nations to enhance national security. At the 

same time nation states have jealously guarded space tech

nology from falling into the hands of their adversaries. 1 

Along with nuclear weapons access to space technologies --
' 

launch vehicles, satellites, etc. helped the superpowers 

perpetuate global hegemony in the post-Second World War era. 

super power monopoly over outer space was, however, short

lived and European nations under the banner of the European 

Space Agency (ESA) and France, independently were soon in a 

position to challenge super power monopoly. Subsequently 

Japan and China emerged as major space going nations with 

India tagging along. Today, the Chinese commercial space 

business is viable enough to challenge Europe and the 

United States. 2 In fact, with the U.S. launch vehicle business 

in dire straits u.s. companies even started negotiating with 

China to launch u.s. satellites on their Long March Vehicles. 3 

1. Ann M. Florini, "The. Opening Skies: Third Party Imaging 
Satellites and u.s. Security", International Security, 
Vol.l3, No.2, Fall 1988, pp.91-121. 

2. Richard DeMier "China's Springboard to Space", Aerospace 
America, March, 1988, pp.l6-20. 

3. For US-Chinese Satellite launch negotiations, see Defense 
and Foreign Affairs Weekly, October 24-30, 1988; Aviation 
vleek and Space Technolog~ October 3, 1988, p.21 and 
October 24, 1988, p.36; ight International, Oct.l5, 1988, 
pp.l9-12. 
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Today renewed attempts are being made to restrict access 

of third world nations to space and missile technology both 

of which go hand in hand. The Missile Technology Control 

Regime (MTCR) is one such example. 4 At the same time SDI 
. hegemony. The 

R&D promises to re-establish American tecbnologicalLimpact 

of the MTCR on the security of third world states needs to 
' 

be examined in detail. 

I 

The MTCR 

Seven industrialised nations on April 16, 1987 initiated 

an agreement to limit the transfer of ballistic missiles and 

related technology to developing nations. The agreement, now 

christened the "l\1issil e Technology Control Regime", took four 

years of negotiations conducted in total secrecy. 5 Officials 

in Washington involved with the negotiations were contratulat

ing themselves on their success in maintaining its secrecj. 

Had word of the negotiations leaked out all kinds of 

"complications" would have resulted, including pressures from 

private companies engaged in the export of related technology 

and from recipient governments. 

The missile technology regime is remarkably similar to 

the nuclear proliferation regime of the sixties. 1 he latter 

4. Aviation Week and Space Technology, April 20, 1987, p.28. 

5. Ibid. 



did not succeed in controlling the spread of nuclrar w~apons 

since threshold nations, i.e. nations with the capability to 
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build their own nuclear weapons, kept out of the treaty. The 

missile technology regime on the other hand is an attempt to 

exercise unilateral control. It would have an adverse impact 

on nations trying to capitalise on peaceful uses of space for 

their own advancement. Of the nations that are pursuing space 

launch programmes, India's is the most advanced. The impact of 

this new "arms cont·rol" initiative on India warrants detailed 

attention. 

In the sixties, when the Nuclear Non-Froliferation regime 

was instituted, deli very systems were not the problem. Of more 

immediate concern to the major powers was to see that nuclear 

weapons and related technology did not find its way into the 

hands of nations of Third World. Nuclear weapons seen at the 

time as one step towards acquiring international power and 

prestige would endanger the status quo and introduce incalculable 

complications into the delicate balance of terror established 

by the major powers. The NPT therefore was designed to restrain 

membership of the nuclear club and to retain hegemony over the 

rest of mankind. Mutual deterrence prevented the super powers 
weapons 

from using nuclearLagainst each other. However, nuclear powers 

have on several occasions indulged in nuclear blackmail by 

threatening to use nuclear weapons against !bird World states 
• 

which lack the ability to retaliate. The doctrine of the threat 
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of use of force without war and coercive diplomacy have 

become credible and useful doctrines of national policy 

of ·some nations. 

The nuclear non-proliferation regime was not success

ful in curbing the spread of nuclear weapons •. Most 

»threshold nations" kept out. In comparison to the nuclear 

technology regime the missile technology regime is somewhat 

different. First, it is a unilateral attempt to control 

the spread of ballistic missiles. There has been a realisat

ion on the part of the major powers that most Third world 

nations, unlike in the fifties and sixties when they had first 

emerged from the colonial embrace and were still in a high 

state of dependence, have begun to strike out an independent 

path. They have become more cognisant of their national inter

ests. Any attempt to draw them into the fold of a missile 

technology regime would meet with stiff resistance. Second, 

the grey area besween civilian· space programmes and ballistic 

missiles programmes is far more fuzzy than the difference 

between civilian and military oriented nuclear programmes. 

Fbr instance, the developed world aids nuclear programmes of 

several developing nations under strict controls established 
by 

and implementedLthe International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA). 

The IAEA controls the diversion of fissile materials such as 

plutonium and generally keeps a watch on the orientation of 

the nuclear programme. On the other hand, there exists, 
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at least in theory, virtually no difference between a 

ballistic missile programme and a space launch programme. 

An attempt to extend the regime to cover ballistic missiles 

therefore would be far more difficult. 

A study carried out by the United States Congressional 

Research Service (CRS) in April 1986 identified two major ways 

in which Third World states can acquire ballistic missiles.
6 

One is the indigenous development of missiles or satellite 

launch vehicles and the other is export of short range mi-

ssile systems by the superpowers themselves. There exist, 

however, other methods by which Third World nations acquire 

ballistic missiles. As outlined by Aron Karp, developing 

nations could import satellite launch vehicles and modify 

thern. 7 They could also hire foreign expertise to help 

them develop ballistic missiles. Before going into de

tails of the attempts of various nations to achieved 

ballistic missile capability the fundamental characteri

stics of ballistic and space launch vehicles and the 

differences between them must be thoroughly understood. 

-The Technolog,r 

Third World nations seeking to acquire space launch vehicles 

6. See CRS (Congressional Research Service) 
report Ballistic Missile Proliferation Potential in the 
Third World, April 24, 1986 

7. Aron Karp "Ballistic }'Iissiles in the Third World" Interna
tional Securit,¥ Vol.9, No.3 Winter 1984/85,pp 166-195; 
See Also Aron Karp "Controlling the Spread- of Ballistic 
~1issil e to the Third 1·/orld" Arms Control Vol. 7, No. 1, 
May 1986, pp 30-36 
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(SLV) technology must overcome two major technologi-

cal problems. The first is propulsion. Any rocket 

requires propulsive force. This propulsive force is im

parted to the rocket using chemical energy. In essence 

this is similar to a chemical explosion, the difference 

being that energy is released in a·controlled manner. 

The fuels used to impart this energy can be solid or li-

.quid. Solid fuel rockets are easier to develop and provide 

fewer engineering problems than liquid fuelled rockets. 

The latter are, however, more efficient i.e. they have 

a higher energy release per unit mass of propellent. 

Most Third World nations therefore, pursue the solid fuel 

option. 

The second requirement of SLY is a guidance system. 

Radio guidance systems, though available to some develop

ing nations, have inherent problems. RadiQ waves do not 

propagate beyond the horizon. They are in addition 

vulnerable to jamming and other forms of interference·. 

Inertial guidance systems are preferred. However, preci

sion machining and advanced .minaturised computers are part 

of the intertial guidance package and these technologies 

are hard to come by. 

If an SLV must be used in the ballistic missile mode, 

additional technical requirements must be overcome. For 

instance, inertial guidance is a must if the missile is to 
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have an adequate range_and accuracy. Second advanced 

ablative materials that can withstand and dissipate 

the heat of re-entry must be fabricated. 

Third World rockets have an extremely limited pay

load capability. For instance, the Indian SLV can deliver 

40 kg_into low earth (300 km) orbit. The Argentine rocket 

can deliver a 50 -kg payload to a height of 500 km. Few 

-if any Third World nations have this capability to mina

turise nuclear warheads. It is widely believed that an 

SLV would require a 500 kg payload capability and a 

range of 700 km to be an effective weapon. Initial Ameri

can warheads weighed 4,500 kg. 

Third World nations have forty years of experience to 

learn from. They also have access to computer aided design 

and manufacture ( CAU'1). They might therefore succeed 

in building a 1,000 kg warhead which takes over five years 

to miniaturise. Third World ballistic missiles with a 

deliverable nuclear weapon is therefore not a near term, 

have alone an immediate possibility. 

The inevitable question arises. Could a ballistic 

missile be used in the conventional mode, i.e., could it 

be armed with conventional chemical or biological (CB) 

warheads in a cost effective manner? The answer to the 

first question is yes and the second, no. It is to be 

\ 
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expected that a Third World ballistic missile will lack 

advanced guidance systems. Consequently, it would have 

a large Gircular ..c..rror of Probability (C.EP). Lacking 

accuracy, a ballistic mi2sile armed with conventional or· 

CB weapons would not be an attractive proposition. Witness 

the relative ineffectiveness of German V-2 rockets armed 

with conventional warheads. 

Ballistic missile and nuclear warheads therefore go 

hand in band. Many of the nations aspiring for nuclear 

weapons have also shown an interest in ballistic missiles. 

It is often contended that bombers and other multi

role aircraft would suit ~hird World needs as a delivery 

system for nuclear weapons. Tt1is is largely correct under 

the existing force structures of Third World adversaries. 

Aircraft delivery offers several advantages. A combat air

craft in the air to ground role can carry weapon payloads 

in the range of 7000 kg with the capability of a single 

weapon weighing over 1000 kg the likely weight of a 

crude nuclear weapon. Aircraft delivery would have a 

quicker response time than ballistic missile systems which 

would require elaborate countdown procedures. Lacking 

effective range. Third \;lo rl d nuclear missiles would have 

to be forward-based making them vulnerable to surprise 

attac lc and increasing the temptation for preemption~ 
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Strategic distances in the theatre of the developing world 

vary from 300-1,200 km. 1'1odern combat aircraft often pro

vide this range. J.\ange constraints can be overcome by 

using mi'd-air refuelling, as Israel did while bombing 

Iraq's Osirak reactor, or by sending the aircraft on a 

one-way mission. Aircraft carriers and friendly territory 

could also be used for launching an attack, multiplying 

effective range. 

Currently, the air defences of Third World nations are 

not sophisticated enough to warrant missile delivery capa

bility. These are likely to improve however with the 

transfer of sophisticated weapons and early warning sys

tems. Under these circumstances the probability th.at a 

nuclear armed aircraft woUld penetrate more sophisticated 

enemy air defences would decrease. Consequently the· 

pressures for acquiring ballistic missile capability could 

increase. 

As is evident from the earlier discussion, any country 

capable of launching a satellite could develop a ballistic 

missile provided certain technology constraints are overcome. 

Missiles could also be augmented by other means. So far, 

India is the only nation in the Third World (besides China) 

to have launched a satellite. It is also the only nation 

whose space launch programme has been oriented solely towards 



peaceful purposes. I'Hlitary benefits have not evolved as 

a spin-?ff the civilian programme, except perhaps, only 

in improving communications to some extent. In most other 

cases, inclucing the United States, the Soviet Union, 

China and France, SLVs were aeveloped from ICBl"l boosters. 

In the United States, for instance, Atlas and Titan IC.3N 

boosters were used to launch Gemini and 1••ercury spacecraft. 

Until recently, the Soviet SS-6 IC.Bivl booster was used as 

the country's main launch vehicle. In contrast, the deve

loped nations India's space programme is remarkably peace-

ful. 

Aron Karp has outlined four ways in which a Third World 

nation could aspire for missile capability. 8 The fore-

most and most attractive, of course, remains indigenous 

development. By developing a missile based on indigenous 

technology, a nation may avoid the difficulties associated 

with dependency. Indigenous development may result in 

unforeseen technical spinoffs. However, no missile programme 

can be considered totally indigenous. They are dependent 

for components .and dual-use technology which is often avai-

lable commercially. It is this form of transfer that the 

missile technology regime seeks to regulate. The impact of 

such controls on the Indian programme will be ai'scussed later. 

8. Aron Karp, n. 7 p. 33. 
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Short range ballistic missiles have been trfu~sferred 

to Third l'lorld nations one e they have outlived their utili-

ty for the superpowers. For instance, the Soviet Union 

has exported SCUD-8 (300 km range) and Frog-7 (70 lan ranges) 

SSMs to Syria, Iraq and Egypt. SCUD and Frog SSlVIs are be

lieve to have been used by Egypt in 1973 and by Iraq in 

1982-83. The US transferred its Lance SSH to Israel. Recent 

reports have indicated that Syria may have received SS-21 

SRBf.IS from the Soviet Union. As the United States repla

ces the older Pershing lAs with Pershing IBs and the Soviet 

Union deploys more SS-21s, 22s', and 23s, the older SRBI•IS 

may find their way into Third World arsenals. 

A country may also modify a SAI•1 missile for the ground 

to ground role. .l!'or instance, South Korea with alleged 

,Taiwanese assistance adapted the Nike Hercules surface to 

surface missile supplied to Korea by the United States. 

South Korea is also reported to have modified US supplied 

. Hottest John rockets to improve their accuracy. Israel too 

has developed SSf-'ls modifying the US supplied Lance. 

The mo~ controversial Israeli weapon, however,· remains 

the Jericho IR.B.l.J. Reports surfaced in 1985 that Israel had 

deployed an unspecified number of Jericho II missiles in the 

Negev desert and in the Golan neights. Jericho II is 
. 

believed to be a follow-on of Jericho which is said to have 

co-developed with the French firm Marcel Dassaul t, before 
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the 1967 war. Jericho features a two-stage solid propellant 

system and is capable of carrying a nuclear warhead. 

Jericho II is said to have an estimated range of 500-

700 lan. It is believed that Jericho II was test-fired in 

Iran in the mid-1970s when a close relationship existed 

between the Shah and the Israeli government. Iranian mu

llahs have revealed documents pertaining to a certain "Opera

tion Flower" which dealt with increasing the range of Israeli 

surface-to-surface missiles. 

Similarly, Taiwan has been accused/ of modifying the 

American supplied Lance with Israeli help for use in ballistic 

mode. The outcome of this collaboration was the Ching Feng 

or Green-Bee missile. 

lhe Commercial Aspect 

Aron Karp talks of what he calls the "commercial conne

ction". 9 The commercialisation of space, i.e. the entry of 

private companies with profit as their sole motive into the 

space launch business, would have an effect on space launch 

technology and consequently ballistic missile technology. 

He specifically mentions three firms trying to establish 

commercial control. General Dynamics has attempted to priva

tise the Atlas Centaur rocket which it manufactures. I•1atin-

r-1arietta has made a bid for the Titan series and a Washington 

9. Ibid., p. 33 
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company is hoping to operate the Hcr::onnell i..buglas Delta. 

In addition, smaller space companies. such as Star-Struck 

have offered exotic proposals such as space burial of human 

ashes! 

In this context the I'Jest German Company OTRAG (O~bital 

'.rransport and hakaten AG) deserves special mention. Otrag 

gained to international fame in the 1970s when it offered 

its launch activities to Zaire and Libya. Otrag, using 

.commercially available technology, developed a rocket 

designed to lift large payloads in clusters. Zaire lea

sed a tract of barren territory for Utrag to test its SLVs. 

It is believed that Lib3a offered Otrag a test range and 

facilities as well as financial inducements. As a result 

of diplomatic pressures Vtrag 1 eft Zaire in 19'/9 and Libya 

in 1981. 

What Aron Krap emphasises is that once commercialisation 

becomes a viable option and takes hold, companies like 

Otragrmight offer launch services and developments for Third 

World states for commercial benefits. 

SL V Programmes 

Among Third "orl d nations some, namely ..brazil, Argen

tina, Pakistan, South Africa and India, are believed to 

have indigenous space launcb vehicle programmes. Of these, 

the Indian programme is believed to be the most advanced. 
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Brazil has developed the Sonda series of sounding 

roc~ets. A large number of successful launches has ena-

bled .brazil to reach an altitude of 650 km with a 500 leg 

payload. Before the end of this decade ~razil plans its 

satellite launch vehicle designated VLS. Its ambitious 

target is to launch a 150-200 kg satellite to a 500 kill 

polar or 700 km circular orbit. 10 

Pakistan has developed a miniscule sounding rocket 

programme. There have been a few reports of a Pakistani 

desire to develop an SLV. However, the likelihood of such 

a possibility material~sing in the near future appears dim. 

south 4frica is believed to have developed a missile 
1 1 programme in cooperation with Israel. In 1979 an Ameri-

can satellite detected a flash off r1arion lsland in the 

south Atlantic. Speculation about cooperation in the 

nuclear field betw~en Israel and ~outh African increased 

following revelations made by Nordechi Vanunu, the J.sraeli 

nuclear technician, in Britain. In addition, Frank Barnaby, 

a former director of the Stockholm International Peace 

Research lnstitute, believes that Marian lsland could provide 

a site for testing missiles. These are being developed 

10. See CRS report, p. 20-21. 

11. Observer, December 28, 1986. 
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probably in collaboration with lsrael for use in the 

nuclear mode~ 12 Plans for the construction of an airfield 

on the island tend to bear out this view. Environmentalists 

who protested were told that the airstrip would facilitate 

evacuation in case of medical emergency. This argument does 

not appear convincing because construction of a hospital 

on the island would be a cheaper alternative. The island 

will in all likelihood be used to perfect short range balli-

~ stic missiles and may also be used to augment South Africa's 

ongoing nuclear programme. 

The Indian space programme is believed to be the most 

advanced in the Third World. 13 India began working on an 

indigenous space programme in ·1967 and has been launching 

sounding rockets ever since. The Rohini series of sounding 

rockets have improved with time. The SLV programme began 

in 1973 and India put its first satellite in orbit using 

largely indigenous technology in 1980. Since 1983 it.has 

been working on an inaisenous ASLV (Augmented Satellite 

Launch Vehicle). While the SLV-3 launched in 1980 had 

a payload capability of 40 kg, the ASLV, an SLV rocket 

with two strap-on boosters is projected to place a payload 

of 150 kg in low earth orbit. The first launch of ASLV 

12. Observer (London)~ December 28, 1986. 
13. For details of the Indian Space Programme, See Department 

of Space Annual Report for various years. 
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failed. While the strap-on boosters functioned normally the 

first stage did not ignite. As a result the mission was 

abortive. 

However, considering the launch failures of major space 

powers such as the United States and France of late, the 

ASLV failure is nothing to be disheartened about. India also 

plans a Polar Satellite Launch Vehicle (PSLV) with four 

· strap-ons. PSLV would launch a 1,000 kg payload into Polar 

orbit. Finally, the geosynchronous satellite launch vehicle 

would have a payload of more than 1,000 kg and would place its 

payload into geosynchronous orbit. ASLV and PSLV are 

projected to have an inertial guidance system. 

PSLV could, theoretically, give India an IRBM capability 

provided guidance and re-entry vehicle problems are overcome. 

However, there is no substantial evidence to suggest that 

India intends to convert its SLV into a ballistic missile. In 

fact, the Indian program!Jle is one of the few where a launch 

vehicle programme has developed independent of military con

cerns. In the United States, Soviet Union, China and in 

France, space launch progr~mes were a spinoff from ICBM 

bqoster development programmes as discussed· earlier. In the 

United States, Atlas and Titan ICBM boosters were used to 

launch Mercury and Gemini spacecraft and the Soviet Union 

relied on the SS-6 ICBM booster as its main launch vehicle 

until recently. The Indian programme, in contrast, is only 

for peaceful and civilian uses. 
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India needs access to space to facilitate peaceful 

econo:::ic development. :Plctero.Logical and remote sensing 

satellites would help in this task. It is correctly argued 

that remote sensins satelJites woUld provide military 

reconnaissance c:1pabili ty. liowever, the point that needs 

to be stre: sed is that Indian space research is not dire-

cted towards military purposes. The Indian Space Research 

Organisation (ISRO) and Defence Research and Development 

Organisation (DRDO) are independent entities under the 

departments of Space ctnd Ministry of Defence respectively. 

I.Vhile reports of collaboration between the two agencies 

may have resulted in the creation of the Balasore missile 

testing range14 where 'Pri.thvi' was test fired, the point 

remains that tbe Indian space. programme grew into a missile 

programme and not vice versa. 

In 1986,. India opened its missile testins range at 

Balasore in Orissa. 15 The event raked up a political storm 

with various political parties taking up the issue for 

displaced tribals. India plans to use the range to .test 

surface-to-surface and surface-to-air missiles. The range 

is, however, not yet in operation. In the interim period 

the Ministry of Defence has decided to use the Chandipur 

range in Orissa. DRDO scientists have developed (indigenously) 

14. Times of India, Jv'lay 11, 1987 

15. Ibid. 
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1 f t . . "1 Agn" 16 a ong range sur ace o a1r nus s1 es " 1". Agni 

Ls to be flight tested soon. In addition, the Hinister of 

State for Defence, Arun Singh, announced in Parliament 

recently that the surface to air missile 11Trishul" had 

been successfullY test-fired. 17 DR.ro scientists are be-

lieved to be developing a long range SAN missile designa-

ted "Akash, 11 .. -

and an advanced anti-tank: missile "Nag". None of these 

missiles is nuclear capable. 

It is obvious from the above discussion, that of the 

Third World nations with viable space programmes, the Indian 

programme is the most advanced. Consequently, in Western 

thinking India would be farthest on its way to achieving 

ballistic missile capability. Though guidance and re-entry 

vehicle problems remain, the Indian PSLV if and when it 

comes on stream -- probably by the late 1990s provided the 

necessary reorientation of the programme takes place -

would give India an IRBM capability and capacity to strike 

strategic targets in its neighbourhood with indigenously 

aeveloped warheads. The PSLV is slated to deliver a 1,000 

kg payload. It is argued that India in a time frame of five 

years could miniaturise its nuclear warhead to weigh 500 

kg, what with CADM and other state-of-the-art manufacturing 

technique at its disposal. 

16. Times of India, J.'.1ay llt 1987. 

17. Ibid. 
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Most of these allegations, on the face of it, must appear 

to be true. India tias a demonstrated capability to make 

nuclear weapons, and has been testing short range missiles. 

Combining tb e two efforts to develop a nuclear capable IRBM 

requires a political decision and India has consistently 

maintained that it has no programme to manufacture nuclear 

weapons and that its space programme, like the nuclear 

programme is only meant for peaceful purposes. However, in 

view of the overall global nuclear proliferation and the 

closer regional dimensions of it, India has maintained that 

it would keep its option open. 

Viewed in this context, however, the seven nation 

proposal to set up a missile technology regime would appear 

to be targeted mainly at India. India is the only Third 

World nation that has a space programme worth its name. It 

has also demonstrated that if it so desires it could produce 

a deliverable nuclear warhead at short notice, though the 

option has not been exercised. ~et us examine the proposals 

made under the regime and specifically see what impact i.t 

would have on an Indian space programme, whether civilian or 

military. 

Tb.e Missile Technology Control Regime - Controlling 

Space Technology 

The missile technology regime initiated by the United 
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States, Canada, Britain, France, West Germany, Italy and 

Japan on April 16, 1987 is the outgrowth of four years of 

negotiations which began when President Reagan authorised 

the secret negotiations in 1982. 18 The talks resulted 

in informal controls on some of the technologies. Senator 

John Glenn (D-Ohio) is believed to have been deeply involved 

with the negotiations. Most of the technologies on the 

control list have been de facto banned for export since 

1985. 

The regime aims to ban the export of missiles with a 

range of more than 300 krn and a payload of 500 kg. These 

specifications were chosen because 500 kg happens to be the 

minimum weight of a miniaturised warhead. 300 km is the 

minimum dis-tance at which a nuclear warhead would be mili-

tarily useful. The list of i terns banned for export are 

divided into two cate~ories. 

· The Commodity Control List 

- Machines for military equipment manufacture 

- Propellant production equipment 

- Pumps (specified for propulsion system) 

- Valves (specified for propulsion system) 

- Pyrolytic deposition and densification equipment 

- Filament w.!nding and tape laying machinery 

- Wind tunnels (specified) 

- Vibration test equipment 

18. International Herald Tribune, April lH-19, 1987. 
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- Jet engines 

- Int-egrated flight instrument systems and inertial 
navigation equipment 

- Radar and airborne communications and electronic 
navigation equipment 

- Telemetering and telecontrol systems 
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- Transmission equipment, single/multi channel (specified) 

- Lasers and las·,er systems (specified) 

- Electronic measuring equipment {specified) 

- Radio receivers (digital, including airborne) and 
frequency synthesisers 

- Electronic assemblies and integrated circuits (specified) 

- Computers.for airborn applications an~ specially 
designed analog or analog/digital (bybrid) computers 

- Analog to digital and reverse converter 

- Gravity meters 

- High density fuels 

- Polymeric products usable as fuels 

The first category includes rockets and rocket 

engines. The second category includes sub-components 

for these systems such as rocket fuel technologies, missile 

computers, light weight turbojet engines and certain 

composite materials used for warheads and heat shields, 

tracking and guidance systems and avionics equipment. 

Controls would be imposed on those nations where the US 
1 and other suppliers "suspect missile projects are in progress" .. 

19. Wall Street Journal, August 17, 1987. 
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The guidelines to be used on whether or not to supply tech- / 

nology include nuclear proliferation concerns, capabilities 

and objectives of the missile and space programme of the 

recipient states, signi£icance of the transfer in termsof 

the potential development of nuclear weapon delivery systems, 

other th~~ manned aircraft. Assessment of the end use of the 

transfers, ana applicability or relevant multilateral agree-

ments. 

It is obvious, therefore, that the restrictions are meant 

to control the export of missile and related technology and 

thereby hinder the Indian space programme, whether it be for 

peaceful or military purposes. The controls would operate 
word 

selectively. In fact, the -~selectivity is emphasised 

in the agreement. Countries such as Israel, Pakistan and 

South Africa which fall in line with US security interests 

may be exempted on the ground that they do not harbour 11mal

afide intentions". In fact, US officials have already named 

India as /J. the major country at whom the controls are aimed. 20 

On the other hand, the US has been cooperating with Israel 

in developing the Israeli Arrow ATBM (Anti-Tactical Ballistic 

Missile) 21 • Eighty per cent of the developmental cost is 

to be borne by the usi 22 The technologies -involved in the 

20. Ibid. 
21. Aerospace Daily, October 25, 1988~ 

22. Ibid. 
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joint programme involves many of those technologies which 

are controlled by the MTCR. 23 

Having concluded that India is one nation which could 

achieve IRBM capab.ility in the near future and that these. 

controls are therefore aimed at India (Israel having been 

exempted), one would wonder what threat an Indian IRBM 

would pose to Western nations. An Indian IRBM wouid not be 

able to target Western military facilities in the region, 

1 eave alone the nation's territories. One would expect the 

Soviet Union to be far more concerned since it is within 

striking range of several missile proliferators including 

India, Pakistan end Israel. However, the new control regime 

would deny India a capacity to develop an IRBM which could 

pose a threat only ·to parts of China. 

Consequently, it appears that the regime is geared more 

towards controlling civilian space technology. Aron Karp 

suggests that following the concfusion of an agreement con

trolling missile proliferation, Western nations should offer 

concessional launch services to Third World nations. Such 

an agreement would of course condemn that latter to a per-

petual state of dependency, an 

avoided at all costs. 
\ 

arrangement which must be 

Some of the controlled items include navigational equip-

ment, computers to aid design ana manufacture, testing equip_ 

ment, pumps and valves, etc. Nany, of these i terns are 
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available on the open market today. Once the regime comes 

into effect, however, the situation may change. India's 

peaceful space effort too will be adversely affected. 

Nations trying to acquire composite and ceramic materials 

used on warheads to withstand heat of re-entry are often 

br3nded as aiming for-ballistic missile capability. These 

, advanced materials, incidentally, are also needed for satellite 

recovery and other such programmes. Banning their export 

would constrain peaceful space programmes of several nations, 

particularly India. 

While the Missile Technology Control Regime seeks to 

prevent the sale of ballistic missiles and related technology 

to selected Third World nations an aut.horatati ve report appears 

a few months later which calls for the proliferation of'highly 

accurate long range smart' missile systems in developing 

regions of the world. The report entitled 'Discriminate 

Deterrence• 24 was prepared by the Commission on Long Term 

Strategy, comprised of a group of influential individuals 

within and outside the US government. On page 50-51, the 

report states that 

"Long Range is likely to be increasingly necessary 
for our weapons particularly in the Asian Pacific 
theatre. Given the growing importance of that 
theatre, the Pentagon should look ahead by choosing 
systems with ranges significantly beyond those needed 
in the European theatre"25. 

24. Report of the US Commission on Long Term Strategy, Chaired 
by Fred C. Ikle and Henry Ki~singer entitled Descriminate 
Deterrence, Washington, 1988. 

25. Ibid, pp.50--51. 
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The U.S. DOD (Department of Defense) recently accepted 

these recommendations when the Pentagon called for long 

range missile systems to be integrated into its naval 
6 systems. 2 Realizing the importance of missile systems 

for their security several third world nations besides India 

have begun planning to acquire missile deterrents. The 

Saudis recently purchased an IRBM with a 3000 km range from 

China. 27 Reports h s:ve emerged to the effect that Syria 

has b,: en negotiating with China to acquire the 800 k.m M-9 

missile. 28 Iraq has been believed to be finding the Argentine 

Condor missile eff'ect_, 29 whUe a joint Brazilian-Libyan 
30 

missile development project is believed to be under way. 

Third World nations have thus been working hard to circumvent 

NTCR controls. 

II 

While at one level the development of Space technologies 

would have repurcussions at the level of third world missile 

development which is a field closely related to space tech

nology, at another the MTCR would curtail development of 

26. Tony Capaccio "~ing Third World DOD Changes Muni tioris Plan", 
Def'ense Week, September 26, 1988 

27. AAS Milavnews, April 1988. 
28. Defense and Foreign Affairs Weekly, July 4-10, 1988. 
29. Finapcial Times, December 21, 1987. 

30. Jane's De .fence 't/eekl y, February 6, 1988 
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independent space based pho~o reconnaissance, electronic 

reconnaissance, military communications systems by third 

world nations. As long as independent capabilities in 

these fields are not obtained no state can claim strategic 

independence. The case of Iran and Iraq where the US 

selectively supplied satellite intelligence data to both 

sides serves to underline the disadvantages of dependence. 

Israel despite its special relationship with the US was 

not willing to receive 'Edited' satellite reconnaissance 

data and cited the dependence argument to justify its launch 

of Offeq-1 re~ently. 31 · Europe and Ch1na too desire to reduce 

their dependence on the super powers. France has 

developed a civilian remote sensing satellite SPOT which 

however revealed images of Soviet military facilities 

at Sereormonsk and Murmansk. 32 SPOT technology woUld 

be used as a basis for the French Helios military 

reconnaissance satellite with a higher resolution to be 

developed in the 9os. 33 

India's IRS-IA remote sensing satellite launched on the 

Soviet Proton booster recently would give India limited 

photoreconnaissance capability. The resolution of IRS-IA 

however is 72 meters too low at p~sent. 34 However, with 

31. Flight International, October 1, 1988; Aviation Week 
and Space Technology, September 26, 1988. 

32. Ann M. Florini,n .1, p.lOl. 
33. Ibid., p.90. 
34. Ibid., p.ll3. 
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indigenous launch vehicles being developed launch into a 

lower orbit would provide higher resolution. Two 36 m 

resolution satellites are also planned. Higher resolution 

and lower orbits together would provide India with photo

graphic reconnaissance capability in the not too distant 

future. 

strategic thinker-s in the us have already. begin to 

view independent military space systems of third world and 

European nations· with disdam. Some feel that independe~t 

European Space Capabilities would drive a wedge between the 

US and its NATO allies making the latter more strategically 

independent. 35 It would enable the latter to independently 

guage Soviet military capabilities making them use likely 

to accept US perceptions. Similarly third world satellites 

would make them more independent of the super powers and at 

the same time allow the former to peer into the latter's 

military installations. One can therefore expect a tight-en

ing of MTCR controls in the future allowing of course for 

'allied proliferation' a la Israel. 

International Space Co-operation and the Third World 

As early as May 1978 France proposed the setting up 

of an International Satellite Monitoring Agency (ISMA) at the 

6 UN General Assembly. 3 The UN Secretary General appointed 

35. Ibid., no.l, p.ll3. 

36. M. Abdel Hady, "Verification Using Satelli-:es, Feasibili~y 
of an International or Multinational Agency", in Bhupendra 
Jasani ~ed.) Outer Space: A New Dimension of the Arms Race 
SIPRI, ·taylor and Frances, London 1982, pp.275-95. 
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an expert group which d cal t with the technical, legal and 

financial implications of establishing such an agency. The 

group recommended that the objective of ISHA could include 

arms control, verification and. crises monitoring. l:he major 

issue o.f course remained and shall remain how to provide a 

free and unbiased now of info:rmation •. 37 In this con text the 

establishmentiSMA was to be an evolutionary process. In 

the initial stages, it would consist only of ground receiving 

stations and depend on nations which operate reconnaissance 

satellites. In the·second phase an independent satellite 

monitoring network was to be established. The agency was to 

provide raw "data" and not "information" obtained from analysing 

raw data. 

Both the super powers opposed the setting up of an ISMA. 

Presumably because it would adversely affect their monopoly 

over international space activity which has military con

notations.38 

Peaceful space cooperation has been attempted in the past. 

Such international cooperation however has its limitations. 

An offer was made to India by the Soviet Union in 1986 to set 

up a space center in Southern India. 39 The merits and de-

merits of international space cooperation with particular referencE 

to India and the Soviet offer will be briefly considered. 

37. Ibid., p.279. 

38. Ibid., p.280. 

39. Amrit Bazar Patrika, November 28, 1986. 
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President Gorbachev on November 27, 1986 proposed 

to both houses of the Indian Parliament during his last 

visit to this country the setting up of an international 

space center in Southern India. Details of the now 

abandoned proposal are not publicly available but from 

Gorbachev's earlier statements the agreement would seen to 

include a school for training of space specialists, cosmonauts 

and facilities for launching space craft. If the agreement 

were to include construction of space launch facilities, 

details of the agreement need to be scrutinized. What 

rockets would be used for launching satellites? Would India 

benefit from the agreement? The Soviet Union already launches 

Indian Satellites (IRS-1A was launched on the Proton Booster 

from Bikanour). would transfer to an Indian launch site be 

better? 

""' It must be remembered in this context that the Soviets 

are negotiating with the seven nation western group (the 

Missile Techology Control Regime), Whether or not they woUld 

be a party to the regime. It could well be that given the 

close relationship between super powers in the wake of the 

INF treaty the Soviets would be drawn into the regime. Their 

desire to transfer space launch technology to India may wane. 

Possible advantages for toe Soviets :-

At the outset it must be mentioned that almost all 

space S',' stems are dual use in nature. It is extremely difi'i-

cult to distinguish between neaceful and military space 
~ ' 

systems, particularly in the case of the space programmes of 
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the superpowers. 

i) First, if the spacE .center involves launch of 

satellites using Soviet vehicles such as the Proton booster, 

they may be able to preassurize India into reducing the momen

tum of dev~lopment of its indegEneous space launch vehicle 

and missile programme in keeping with their possible unspoken 

commitments to the MTCR. They may then be able to delay the 

emergence of a new IRBM power on their southern flank. 

ii) Second, a space center situated South of the tropic 

of Cancer in South India would provide the Soviets with an 

equitorial launch of platform. The U.s. launches most of its 

equitorial satellites from Cape Carnival. 1'he USSR, with 

its landmass lo-cated at nort.h ern latitudes 1 acks access to 

equi to rial launch· platform.s. 

iii) Third, due to the fact that the Soviet landmass is 

situated at extreme northern latitudes the Soviets must rely 

on a fleet of tracking ships to fulfill ground communication 

netwo·rk requirements. The U.s. overcomes this problem with a 

number of tracking fac llities located around the globe. '.Che 

Soviets lack such facilities and have attempted to fill the 

gaps with their tracking ships. Their current fleet of track

ing ships named after famous space personalities include 

Akademick Sergei Korolov, Kosmonaut Yuri Gagarin and Kosmonaut 

Kladestav Volkov. A space center in Southern India may help 

overcome home problems with the Soviet ground communication 

network. 
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Advantages for India 

Benefits that would accrue to India include: 

i ) India may gain access to cheap satellite launch. 

lgain it must be Kept in mind that if launch vehicle techno

logy is not transferred the indigeneous SLV and missile 

programme may suffer. Also the Soviet Union launches Indian 

satellites on a commercial basis already. 

ii ) Indian scientific manpower would receive advanced 

scientific and technical training which could be utilised 

for our indigeneous space programme. 

Disadvantages for India 

i ,.) Dependence on the super power& in a crucial tech

nological ·field with important military applications would 

increase. Considering the fact that strategic independence 

in scientific/technological fields with important military 

applications has bee.n a cornerstone of our policy since 

independence sue h a path of dependence may· not be a wise 

course to follow. 

ii) As a result of increased dependence one super power 

would gain increased leverage over the Indian military space 

and missile programme. Given the future possibility of the 

Soviets joining the Missile Technology Control Regime, such 

dependence may not be in India's interest. The ~oviets may 
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at the instance of western nations (given improved relations) 

preassurize India to abandon or curtail its military missile 

programme in which rapid studies have been made of late. 

International Space Cooperation has been attempted in the 

past. History has shown that it has its limitations. The 

tortorous negotiations held over the past few years with 

regard to international participation in the US space station 

effort is a case in point •. The controversy centerd around US 

DOB (Department of Defence) instance to use the station to 

further US national security interests. Canada and Japan 

vehemently opposed military use of the station. Recently 

ho\"ever, they reconciled themselves to military use. The US 

space station may end up being a western alliance military 

space effort. 

Given the dual use nature of most space systems, it is 

almost impossible to. separate military and peaceful uses of 

outer space. The military advantages that would accrue to 

the Soviets from a space center in India ~ust be kept in mind. 

Conclusion 

Miliaary space systems are likely to play a decisive role 

in any future conflict between Third World states or between 

major powers and third world states. No matter to what level 

Third World states build up their military capabilities. Their 

military punch will be limited by lack of access to space 



reconnaissance, communicatL;n, etc. Dependence on one 

or other super power would thus remain. This would 

lead to the conclusion that it is imperative for those 

Third World nations •ho wish to obtain strategic independ-. 
to 

ence Lspare no effort" to develop independent military 

space capabilities. 
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